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T he National Security Symposium focused this What changes in Soviet power projection policies can
year on Worldwide Deployment of Tactical Forces we expect from the new Soviet leadership? William

and the C I Connection. Of course, the pervasive nature Hyland of the Carnegie Endowment for Peace told us to
of C 'I quickly pulled us into other areas, but we never- expect two stages in the Brezhnev-to-Andropov transi-
theless received from our speakers some very refined and tion, and he warned that this period will hold some dan-
informative views. ger for us.

Robert Komer, former Under Secretary of Defense for General Robert Kingston, commander of the Rapid
Policy, underscored the importance of a coalition de- Deployment Joint Task Force, is responsible, among
fense strategy, and decried any tendency to treat our other things, for maintaining access to vital Persian Gulf
allies as poor relatives. On the same subject, we also oil. The designation of the RDJTF as a unified command
heard from Rear Admiral Bjorn Briiland of Norway about beginning in January 1983 is yet another indication of
the growing internal pressures on Western European how important this force is perceived to be by our coun-
governments to achieve arms and force reductions. But, try's leaders. Jeffrey Record, in strong contrast to this
as Lord Zuckerman of Great Britain pointed out, these view, advocated replacing the RDJTF altogether with
and other pressures on the NATO Alliance, which have another, more agile kind of intervention force.
lately become so visible, have actually been at work for I am sure you will be as impressed as I am by the di-
some time. verse and yet complementary views of the tactical C 'I

The recent Falkland Islands conflict posed very inter- problem presented in this summary.
esting tactical C1 I problems. We were very fortunate to
hear of them from Jonathan Alford, Deputy Director of
the Institute for Strategic Studies in London.

Lt. Gen. fames W. Stansberry
Commander, Electronic Systems Division
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Session 1: Alternatives in Force Projection

Chairman: Dr. Paul M. Doty
Director, Center for Science
and International Affairs,
and Mallinckrodt Professor of Biochemistry,
Harvard University

Dr. Doty holds positions on numerous
boards and committees, including. Senior
Fellow, Aspen Consortium for Arms Control
and International Security; and Chairman,
Editorial Board of International Security.

Session 2: Theater Perspectives

Chairman: Lt. Gen. Thomas H. McMullen, USAF
Commander, Aeronautical Systems Division,
Air Force Systems Command

General McMullen assumed his oresent
duties in August 1982. Recent experience
since 1976 includes Vice Commander,
Tactical Air Command; Deputy Chief of Staff
for Systems, Air Force Systems Command;
and Deputy Chief of Staff for Requirements,
Tactical Air Command.
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Session 3: C31 and Tactical Force Deployment

Chairman: Lt. Gen. John L. Piotrowski, USAF
Commander, 9th Air Force

General Piotrowski assumed his present
duties in October 1982. Recent experience
since 1976 includes Vice Commander,
Tactical Air Command; Deputy Chief of Staff,
Operations, Tactical Air Command;
Commander forAir Defense, Tactrical Air
Command; and Commander of the
reactivated 552nd Airborne Warning and
Control Wing.

Session 4: Policy Issues for the Future

Chairman: Dr. Jack P. Ruina
Senior Consultant for Office of Science
and Technology Policy, and
Professor of Electrical Engineering, MIT

During two leaves of absence from
academic life, Dr. Ruina served first as
Director of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency in the Department of Defense andlater as President of the Institute for Defense
Analyses. He has served on many other
advisory committees for departments of
government.
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Lt. General James W. Stansberry, USAF
COMMANDER, ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION,
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

L ast year, the strategic C I sympo- Strategic C systems are peace- that allows communication even in
sium was held within a few days keeping systems. GWEN, for in- a "disturbed" environment; in other

of the president's national security stance, is a low ficqucncy network words, during a nuclear attack. It
defense pronouncement stressing removes al option enemy planners
the B- 1, the MX, the Trident D-5 might consider and, in that way,
missile, and, interestingly enough, contributes to peace. Tactical C I
strategic CT1. In response to that systems function in much the same
pronouncement, we changed the way, and in addition have a very
organization of ESD very signifi- practical warmaking capability. If
cantly, going from a iroduct- we must fight, we must be able to
oriented to a mission-oriented command, control, and commifLui-
division. catc with our forces.

Several new strategic C I programs Yet with the exception of AWACS,
arc in progress: the WWMCCS Infor- tactical C I programs tend to be frag-
mation System ("IS) upgrade, radar mented into too many program tic-
improvements at Thule, the new mcnts, making it difficult to grasp
Space Defense Operations Center, the whole picture. We must dCdicatCGWEN lGround Wave Emergency more attention, emphasis, and dol-
Nctworkl, a SAC system to give lars to this area where rapid changes
CINCSAC a positive control launch General Stansberry assumed his present can significantly affect our theater
for the bombers, and many others. duties in February 1981. Recent experience forces. This symposium, conccntrat-

since 1974 includes Deputy Chief of Staff for ing as it does on tactical C I, will
contracting and manufacturing for Air Force help us to identify our needs, partic-
Systems Command, and deputy to Deputy ularly in theaters where even the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Procurement), simplest communications might be
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense a problem.
(Installations and Logistics).
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Robert R. Everett
PRESIDENT,
THE MITRE CORPORATION

ecently, attention has focused surviving attempts by the enemy to years to improve tactical C'. Possi-
on what is called enduring stra- destroy, damage, or interfere with it. bilities exist for rapid advances in

tegic C3I, or CI that must survive an Furthermore, the chances of a information technology. Improved
enemy attack and then contribute to nuclear war are very small; we hope sensors, very small but powerful
warfighting. But these characteris- they are essentially zero. That does computers, communications, soft-
tics are also the essence of tactical not mean strategic C 11 is unimpor- ware, local area networks, distrib-
operations. Tactical C' must func- tant; it is very important, but its use uted processing, and more, offer
tion before and during the battle, is unlikely. Tactical wars, on the great promise for more flexible,

other hand, are happening all the adaptable, and survivable tactical
time. So it is tactical C 'I that will C l1. Smart systems, too, are becom-
probably be put to the test in actual ing smarter and will profoundly af-
battle. feet tactical CI, although we do not

Tactical C'I presents difficult or- yet know exactly how.
ganizational and managerial prob- This symposium will not only
lems. Since most tactical operations provide us an opportunity to voice
are multiservice or even multina- our concerns and hopes, but will
tional in nature, they involve prob- perhaps also help bring to tactical C 'I
lems of common equipment, the attention it deserves.
common language, and common
doctrine, as well as interface and
interoperability problems. Perhaps
our most pressing need today is for
very large-scale multi-organizational
information systems.

Mr. Everett has been President of The MITRE Despite these difficulties, great
Corporation since 1969. Prior to assuming progress has been made in recent
this position, he was Technical Director and
later Vice President of Technical Operations
at MITRE. He serves on numerous boards,
committees, and advisory groups in the
areas of science and defense.
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Keynote Address
Vice Admiral Gordon t. Nagler, USN
DIRECTOR, COMMAND AND CONTROL,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

T he Navy deploys surface, air, Last year's strategic review was capitalize on every on-going effort
and subsurface forces worldwide, very effective. It resulted, among that can he applied to Navy require-

and must have instantaneous C' other things, in the acceleration of ments.
with those forces. We feel that we the military strategic and tactical A recent Navy/Air Force memo-
have the best C in the world today satellite program (MILSTARI. We randum of agreement proposes the
for peacetime and crisis manage- need to take a similar approach to
ment, but we do not have the endur- tactical forces to start them moving
ing C we would need in a war. in the right direction.

It is easy to design systems based Clearly, the decisions we make for
on the experiences of the last war, U.S. forces affect our allies world-
but few have looked to what the re- wide. Our Navy, for example, oper-
quirements will be in the 1990s and ates daily with foreign navies from
beyond. One great need is for joint NATO, Japan, New Zealand, Austra-
efforts in maritime operations. The lia, and so on; interoperability with
costs of exploiting technology and them must be affordable.
the question of connectivity be- The non-offensive use of space for
tween the Navy and the Air Force at communications, surveillance, nav-
sea are two other matters that re- igation, and meteorology will greatly
quire coherent management. affect how we deploy our Army,

I recognize the value of intrinsic Navy, and Air Force. Now is the time
service capabilities, but today one to ensure that our use of space sup-
service cannot go it alone, nor can ports our global, tectical objectives. Admiral Nagler assumed his present duties
U.S. forces go it alone without our About half of the military satellites in September 1980. Recent experience
allies. We must prepare for frequent in orbit today can be credited to the since 1974 includes Commander of Cruiser
interaction of service forces. Navy. I emphasize, however, that Destroyer Group Two, prior duty in the

the Navy does not want for itself a Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. and

major competitive role in space. We Commander of the Naval Telecommunca
are not interested in roles and mis- tions Command.
sion debates; we do not seek to dupli-
cate current efforts. We do seek to

4
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acceleration of joint efforts to en- subsurface. Each ot these areas needs with and encompasses all the ftunc-
hance maritime operations, particu- its own data net to manage the con- tions and capabilities of the Air Force
larly defense of the sea lines of plcxities of hattle information in a Phase I TDMA system. Regardless of
communication using Air Force ca- jamming cnvironment at sea; one how one argues the ITII)S antijam-
pabilitics. The memorandum states: common net will not do the job. muing capability, we must first get it

We realized this in the 1970s and operational; we can then improve on
Ant i-air warfare and countcrair developed an advanced ITI)S archi- it through planned product improve-
operations are the mission areas tccture called )istributed Time Di- ment. Here again we must maintain
in which the Air Force capabilities v
can provide the most immediate vision Multiple Access JITIMAi for Army, Navy, and Air Force interop-
gains to maritime operations. our multifunctional nets. In fact, we crability, which I am concerned may
The Air Force will also improve even changed how our groups fight deteriorate. As of today, October 4,
its antiship capability in support at sea. Under the direction of the offi- 1982, we still have not agreed to
of the antisurfacc ship warfare cer in tactical command, we now implement the common message
mission. The primary element have warfare commanders in charge standard, TAI)IL-l, which was
will he a training program to of their battle areas. The flexibility jointly agreed on and developed over
include realistic ioint training inherent in l)TI)MA will enable the past four years. Though TADIL-l
and exercise activity to ensure these commanders to concentrate on will heavily affect the tactical data
that the capabilities established their battle areas throtgh dedicated systems software, we need the full
arc viable within the Currentoperational framterk voice anti data nets and through iam- capability of this system which is

resistant circuits necessary in a high- designed to take us into the next

Regarding interoperability, the threat environment. century.
Navy has had the Navy Tactical Data From a Navy viewpoint, our criti- The cost of integrating ITIDS into
System (NTDSJ for twenty years. cal weakness is the lack (if antiiam- the aircraft cockpit is far too high,
Over a hundred ships anti fourteen ming ability. We fully support the but closer cooperation between ioint
hundred aircraft are equipped with 1)TDMA approach to ITII)S. The program managers and aircraft spon-
this system. Over the years, how- Navy's 1)TI)MA technology, in addi- sors should lower the integration
ever, the threat has grown, and our tion to satisfying the ICS Phase ii costs.
acceptable reaction time has de- requirements, is fully compatible l am also concerned about our
creased from minutes to literally approach to electronic warfare. The
seconds. Now, almost every hostile Navy has long grappled with ciec-
platform can fire missiles at us in tronic warfare on an individual
each warfare area - air, surface, and

Vice Adm. Gordon R. Nagler/S
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"black box" level, whereas I believe strat,-gic mobile command centers development. We cannot continue to
we must approach it on an area level, play a role in the tactical arena' I design systems for technology's
with each segment of the system think that command centers de- sake.
operating to support the others. This signed for strategic uses should serve C 'management has in recent
is not only an intraservice problem, tactical needs as well. And I am con- years become fragmented. To solve
but also a joint problem. One solu- cerned that we might design an unaf- a problem, we would simply form
tion is C CM, or C 'countermea- fordable command center. another joint C agency. I firmly
sures, which to me means the dis- We face growing costs daily in believe that joint C should be man-
ruption of the enemy's C' connectiv- major programs; when one program aged by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
ity, including surveillance. No one has a cost overrun, others suffer from Meanwhile, the situation within
service can develop C'CM single- reprogramming. To improve this each service is under study. We must
handedly; it must be done on a joint situation, we must emphasize re- streamline our C management di-
level, search and development, exploit rection and enforce joint policies.

All of the services and others, such basic technology, critically review Fragmentation must not continue.
as Defense Communications our products to find the cost drivers,
Agency, are working on the mobile and learn how to simplify produc-
command center problem. But can tion. Industry should do its own

critical product review. To drive
costs down, we must look hard at

6/Vice Adm. Gordon R. Nagler



Luncheon Address
Dr. Herman Kahn
CHAIRMAN AND DIRECTOR,
THE HUDSON INSTITUTE

The topic of coalition defense party. If it is deemed worthwhile, it that the Soviets do not wish to oc-
will be addressed more thor- takes complete charge of the country cupy Western Europe. They feel that

oughly by other speakers, but I have later. The Saudis have read history West Germany, and the other Euro-
a couple of comments. and do not want to be a protectorate pean countries with parliamentary

Coalition warfare is very impor- of the United States. Basically, the traditions, would be much less
tant, but most coalitions are ad hoc Muslim countries are hostile to us
contracts, not marriages. When and to Europe. They lost the 1300-
Americans enter into a treaty alli- year war with Christianity, and
ance, they think of constitutions found it unpleasant. Moreover,
that last forever. Europeans do not Saudi Arabia is a theocratic country
think that way. There is a fifth re- with deeply religious principles.
public in France; there will be a sixth
republic. Changing the government What part do nuclear weapons play
in France is like changing a dress, in some of the issues to be discussed
while there could never be a second in later sessions? There are four basic
U.S. republic. It just wouldn't be the nuclear strategies. First, there is
same. MAD: "mutually assured destruc-

Let me make another point in this tion." The idea of regulating some-
regard: Saudi Arabia would prefer an one else's behavior by threatening
unofficial liaison to a formal security suicide every day of the week, every
arrangement with the United States. week of the year, is a little mad - to
This is a problem in many areas of put it mildly. Since 1961, Dr. Kahn has directed the
the world where we might have to Second, there is NUTS, or Hudson Institute's research programs in
use the Rapid Deployment Force or "nuclear utilization theories." The such varied fields as U.S. national security,
coalition warfare. There could rarely belief that a nuclear war could be arms control, and foreign policy; U.S.
be a marriage ahead of time. It is even conducted rationally for political domestic policy; the economic and social
difficult to make extensive prepara- aims is "nutty". In particular, main- development of nations; and international
tions ahead of time. We could pre- taining adequate command and con- business issues. He is the author or co-author

position, but Saudi Arabia and most trol during a war would be very of many books, including On
Thermonuclear War, ThinkingAbout the

others prefer pre-positioning and difficult. Unthinkable, The Emerging Japanesetraining done by civilian contractors. Third, "loutish" (or "lucking Superstate, The Next 200 Years. and recently
They do not want uniformed Ameri- out"I theories. One example of a The Coming Boom
cans on their soil. "Loutish" strategy is that held by

Consider the history of protector- the West German peace movement.
ates. Almost invariably the protect- The German peace groups believe
ing power takes charge of the defense
and foreign policy of the protected

7



digestible for the Soviets than East- argument on how to apply nuclear and nuclear disarmament. They are
ern Europe, which itself has not been utilization to the European picture. not at all communist-dominated.
digestible. I predict a disaster unless we make a They are not really anti-American.

Their attitude can be summarized persuasive argument. I think we can. In the long run, they will be incredi-
as "everybody red, everybody dead The West German peace move- bly strong. But for the next decade or
or everybody neutral." Being neu- ment is different from all other west- so, there may be a backlash against
tral, with the Soviet Union as a ern peace movements. It is the only them if we can learn how to present
neighbor, can be very unpleasant, one that is nationalistic. It claims, our policies.
but these groups do not realize how "We are the only people who speak
unpleasant. In America we have the for Germany - Schmidt and Kohl
suburbia problem; we raise our chil- are running dogs for the Americans."
dren with almost no contact with West German troops are told they are
hard reality. West Germany has the not defending West German terri-
biggest problem of that sort. The tory, but NATO territory. Is anyone
Germans call their kids the "no hun- really willing to die for NATO?
ger" generation. They literally do NATO has no poetry, no drama, no
not understand that some people can heroes. This unwillingness of the
do evil things without being ex- center and the right to use patrio-
tremely evil. A mugger in New York tism, while giving it to the left as a
City is not evil - he's just bored, or gift, is a tragedy. On the other hand,
making a living. Perfectly reasonable the Dutch peace movement has cut
people may be muggers there. That is itself off from the German move-
not understood by West German ment because of its patriotism and President Reagan has spoken about
kids. In any event, I consider "every- nationalism. If you are Dutch, you limited nuclear war in Europe. His
body red, everybody dead or every- are wary of nationalistic Germans. basic remarks were perfectly reason-
body neutral" a loutish strategy. The other peace movements are able, despite the criticism they pro-
And if it comes to a choice of every- coalescing for a number of reasons, yoked. But the controversy they
body red or everybody dead, the Eu- the most important of which is the caused should make it clear that no
ropeans vote everybody red. After congruence of attitudes among upper senior American officer should ever
all, many would say, even the Catho- and middle class elites in all western make an offhand comment in this
lic church survives in Poland. countries, in particular what we call field. We must train people in uni-

In Western Europe the basic ap- the Atlantic Protestant countries: form, as well as civilians, to defend
proach to nuclear war is "preemp- Scandinavia, Holland, England, the our position skillfully in public.
tive or preventive accommodation" U.S., Canada, Australia and New Finally, I want to talk about
(or surrender). Every European coun- Zealand. The peoce movements in ''gnostic" strategies. They are like
try prefers surrender to nuclear war. these countries share views on ecol- gnostic religions, which require a
But they really expect to accommo- ogy, resistance to industrialization, special hidden knowledge that no
date, not surrender. one else has. An example would be

I mention these things because I 'tit-for-tat' retaliation to limit a
believe in nuclear utilization, al-
though I have yet to hear a persuasive

$/Dr. Herman Kahn



U.S. /Soviet nuclear war. The basic on South Korea and Congress autho- that they can win some major objec-
strategy is biblical: at least an eye for rized $60 billion. That is a quantum tives - say, control of Europe -
an eye (the law must be upheld); at jump. It actually had little to do with with almost no great risk. If things go
most an eye for an eye (no escalation the Korean War. The authorization badly there is a risk, but the odds are
is allowed), was for preparing for the defense of they will not lose more than 10 or 20

We seldom talk about the most Western Europe, but Korea was a million dead. They may lose their
important single tactic and strategy trigger that worked politically, cities, but it is not likely, and they
that we have: mobilization, which is If the U.S. should be provoked into can then rebuild from the rest of the
also a gnostic strategy. The Reagan mobilization, world policies would world. If this opportunity is to disap-
Administration has taken this con- change in many ways. For example, pear in the late 1980s, and the Soviet
cept and made it national policy. It I can imagine rearmament of West Union is having a lot of problems in
calls for mobilization one, two, three Germany and Japan over the objec- the 1980s, they might see this as a
or four years before a major attack on tions, to put it mildly, of the rest of way of rescuing themselves.
our cities. Some observers have pre- Europe. Or enthusiastic rearmament About six years ago I asked 20
sumed city attacks followed by of China. These are possibilities the members of a strategic planning
mobilization, but it is difficult to Soviets must worry about. Any one panel, "How many of you think the
assemble 40,000 contractors after of them changes the world balance of Soviets might utilize this fleeting
ten major cities are destroyed! power in ways that are quite danger- opportunity?" Only one thought

If the Soviets invade the Persian ous, but under some circumstances they might. The others were sure
Gulf and we resist and lose two or necessary. they would not. When asked,
three divisions, I do not think we Mobilization is an effective way to "Should the United States rely on
will go to nuclear war. We could not regulate Soviet behavior. Within a the Soviets to not take advantage of
use tactical nuclear weapons; it is year after mobilization started, we the situation," Nobody thought we
too dangerous, and might escalate, could have a much improved strate- should. But they all agreed that if we

What could we do? We might de- gic posture (for example, better com- did, it would work. (However, if a
clare war. Destroying two or three mand-and-control systems). The Napoleon, a Hitler or an Alexander
American divisions is a fairly signifi- biggest insurance for U.S. security is the Great were in charge of the So-
cant act. We then could mobilize, mobilization. The next biggest is viet Union today, I would start los-
The prototype situation is the Ko- Soviet prudence. ing sleep.)
rean War. In June 1950, Congress The Soviets are in the same posi-
was arguing whether the defense There is a "window of vulnerabil- tion. Originally they thought nu-
budget should be $14, 15, or 16 bil- ity," a "window of danger," but not clear war was inevitable, but only
lion. The previous year it had been a window of opportunity for the So- after capitalism was near death and
$13 billion. Congress was talking viets. The Soviets will capitalize on in a final spasm of desperation, the
about increasing the budget by 7, 14, their basic military superiority, but West attacked them. They did not
or 21 percent. North Korea marched they will not take great risks to do so. believe we would attack them to

Imagine that sometime around I 'S3 make a profit. They have since de-
the window of vulnerability be- cided that maybe we will not attack
comes terribly clear to everybody, them even in desperation.
including the Soviets. They work
out a war plan with high probability

Dr. Hermon Kohn /9
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We have a problem. Most of us put misread the French. He knew French biggest surprise would be no sur-
some trust in Soviet caution. But in as well as Russian; why did he mis- prises. So every scenario has a basic
the nuclear era we are dealing with read it? Because he had been drinking flaw
"not-improbables," not-incredi- for ten days. Can you imagine his Once we were asked to do a study
bles," "not-implausibles," "not- hangover? Put that in the scenario: of the North Korean-South Korean
unlikelies." We must decide how the diplomat misunderstood an im- confrontation. To touch it off, seeing
much to spend on each not-unlikely. portant telegram because he had a that Panmunjom had an ugly atmos-
We must make plausible arguments hangover. phere, we said, "Let's assume some-
for defense even though we see that The Chief of Staff of the Russian thing totally bizarre happens in Pan-
the Soviets are prudent. Why? Be- army received the mobilization order munjom." Three months later
cause we don't want to rely on their from the Czar. He then thought he North Korean soldiers armed with
prudence. would hide so the Czar could not axes and metal pikes killed two U.S.

To get some feel for the impor- recall the order. Can the chairman of officers in the DMZ.
tance of events that are not plausi- the joint Chiefs hide so the President
ble, but also "not implausible," can't change an order? Consider a " not-incredible coun-
consider the outbreak of World The German concept was to hit terforce first strike" threat posed by
War I. Ask yourself if you could pos- the French, destroy them in six the U.S. to defend Western Europe.
sibly submit this as a scenario to the weeks and then hit the Russians, Can the MX missile give enough of a
government. It begins with the as- who would take a longer time to first-strike ability, or even a second-
sassination of the Archduke of mobilize. During the crisis, the strike ability, that we might be will-
Austria-Hungary in a war-prone situ- Kaiser asked Von Moltke, his Chief ing to run the risk? Imagine that
ation. The French president was in of Staff, "What if I keep the French Western Europe is invaded, and the
Russia for a state visit and there were neutral?" Von Moltke replied, United States does not strike right
the usual drunken Russian parties. "It can't be done. No matter what away. Western Europeans ask me,
The Austrians held back their ulti- happens, we must hit the French." 'Will the Americans actually lose 50
matum because they did not want to Many books were later written to or 100 million dead to revenge West-
present it during a period of drunken show that Von Moltke was wrong. emn Europe?" I say, "No, I don't
splendor, when the French president But what do you do when your chief think so." They say, "Ah, DeGaulle
might do something crazy. of staff tells you that you will have a was right." I say, "But in my consid-

While the Austrians were waiting, mob, not a warplan, if ad hoc ered judgment, we would take the
the German emperor gave them a changes are made? Fire him just be- high risk of 10 or 20 million dead."
blank check. He did not trust the fore the war? Dead silence: they suddenly realize
Austrians, or even like them. Yet, he The Russian General Staff lacked that I'm probably right and they
said, "I will support whatever you plans for a partial mobilization di- think I'm crazy. No Western Euro-
do," and then went on vacation. rected only against Austria. So, the pean country would do that for the
Kind of implausible? Czar ordered a general mobilization. United States. This is completely a

An important telegram arrived and There were many such mistakes. one-way relationship.
an experienced Russian diplomat We cannot be reassured by the We hold our risk at 10 to 20 mil-

implausibility of this scenario. At lion dead by evacuating the cities.
the Hudson Institute, we work on It's called "crisis relocation" and is
mostly "surprise-free" scenarios, completely practical. It takes one or
but we always comment that the two days, and improves first-strike
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ability so that if we strike, the Sovi- We won the pacification war with- imagine an institute of people study-
ets cannot do as much damage in out knowing how. These are basi- ing not nuclear war, but chess. They
return. We do not want an escalation cally police wars waged by rural never play a game, they just study
to counter-population attacks, so we constabulary; one cop is worth about moves. They don't even study his-
avoid Soviet cities, but we try to con- 100 soldiers. The only purpose of the torical games, just pieces of games.
trol Soviet behavior by maintaining soldiers is to protect the police; the Then someone shows up with about
an intra-war threat against their police win the war. In Vietnam, we 20 games under his belt. Who do you
cities. We also offer an alternative: never had a rural constabulary. It think is going to win the first few
get out of Europe. That is an offer games'
that is not-incredible; it can be - .; However, let's not fool ourselves.
accepted. We have no experience with nuclear

war. We rely heavily on simplistic
To take a holistic view, we must theories and we have basically four

look at the provocation, the capabil- nuclear strategy choices. We can be
ity, and the scenario for ending the ' MAD, NUTS, loutish orgnostic. I
war - all three. Take Vietnam. Our believe that NUTS is far superior to
Hudson Institute study on Vietnam ' the other three. A good case can be
asked this question: What is victory? made for the NUTS position, even
Kissinger once made a totally inac- .. : though it is intrinsically nutty: try to
curate comment: "If you don't win .. run a nuclear war like a very fast
these wars, you lose them." History bridge game.
shows you don't lose them, and you
never really win them. They are still was like having a landing force and One very important comment:
fighting in Malaysia. The Hudson leaving the Marines home. You can Japan will very likely be nuclear-
study defined victory as getting the do very well, but you can't take the armed around the year 20(X), al-
violence down to the level of Central beach. though not much before. Japan has
Park, New York City! This major lesson of the Vietnam the second largest GNP in the world.

That concept suddenly turned war has still not been learned. It is I would bet that if Japan armed to the
winning the war from being imprac- relatively uncontroversial; almost teeth, it would be good for America.
tical to relatively practical. The ac- all the recent scholarly literature But there is opposition in Japan to
celerated pacification program was agrees. Forget what was said during such a course. There is fear that a
successful. As far as I know, there the war. Look at the revisionist work manic Japanese officer corps might
was no insurgency threat in Vietnam being done today, some by those who come back lalthough I believe the
from 1968 to 1969. Instead, the were hostile to the government dur- odds are a thousand to one against
threat was a classic invasion of bor- ing the war. that). The Japanese like the free
ders, which we are supposed to know I am saying that we must look at ride" afforded by U.S. security guar-
how to handle: 500 tanks, 1,000 function, rather than components, antees if they can keep a low profile.
artillery - that is not insurgency although we must understand both. But having the second largest GNP
warfare. In effect, we won the pacifi- As a simple illustration of this point, and keeping a low profile is like try-
cation war, and then neglected to ing to swim without getting wet.
win the war we understood. Furthermore, China is pushing Japan

to rearm. The Chinese argue that
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nuclear armament would be a good I think this is a big issue, the con- all Chinese trade comes through
thing; that is probably wrong. The sequences of which have not been Hong Kong; Hong Kong is the biggest
Chinese came to imagine that the well discussed. And it does have an financial asset China has. There is
Japanese might rearm with only 10 impact on weapons systems. It is in strong pressure on the Chinese to get
or 20 nuclear weapons. But every some ways more important than the nominal sovereignty. The Colony is,
Japanese I have talked to says, "We Soviet issue. in fact, self-governing with British
are not going to rearm - but if we do, help, and everyone assumes that that
we will do it right. And if we rearm, What do I predict for Hong Kong? will continue. But the Chinese have
it will be for our own independent The treaty by which the British oc- not said so. They are making every-
purposes, not to submit to American cupy Hong Kong runs out in 1998. one very nervous and I think that is
policies." The Chinese argue that the treaty is part of the bargaining. Will I he sur-

nonexistent and should be ignored. prised when the troops walk in? I
The British would like to renegotiate think the general expectation that
it. Meanwhile, about 40 percent of this will not happen is probably

right, but we may all be surprised
together.
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Some Key Issues In A Coalition Security Strategy
Dr. Robert J. Hermann
VICE PRESIDENT,
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY FOR THE ELECTRONICS SECTOR,
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

There arc several points I would First, I am very concerned about economic island. We need and want
like to make related to the theme the tendency toward unilateralism what others have to offer, and we

of this symposium. While broader which seems to be rising in this must in turn sell our goods to others.
than the specifics of theater Com- country. I want to argue against that We must work to establish a world in
mand, Control, Communications trend, and for a national security which exchange is easier rather than
and Intelligence, they are very much strategy that places maior emphasis harder. That will require political,
concerned with the progress which on coalitions and alliances. We arc military, commercial, and industrial
we can and need to make in these part of the Western world, we must cooperation.
areas. help defend it. From a purely and Compatible idealogy is a primary

parochial American point of view, it driver for coalition strategy. Our
seems important to defend ourselves country was founded by men who
as far away from the U.S. as is practi- valued ideals; freedom and equality
cal, and therefore we should share were philosophic strengths of our
the burden of a common defense. birth. These ideals have inspired our
Further, our emphasis should focus citizens and the rest of the world for
on deterrence and maintaining more than two centuries, and- -
peace, as well as war-winning. That must hold to them now. We must
is best done by aligning ourselves support them abroad as well as at
with friends and allies who share home, and cooperate with those
common values, whose values are close to ours. For

This alignment is important not these and many other reasons, we
only from a political/military point need to be an outward-looking na-
of view, but also from the point of tion - a nation that pursues its in-
view of commerce and industry. We terests and ideals globally, and
want future Americans to be able to which finds ways to align itself with

Dr Hermann was formerly Special Assistant exchange products, services and other nations based on common
for Intelligence to the Under Secretary of ideas with others in as friendly a way ideals and benefits. To me that
Defense for Research and Engineering He as possible. Clearly we are not an means a coalition security strategy
has also served as Assistant Secretary of the and an externally sensitive
Air Force for research, development and commercial/industrial strategy.
logistics, and as Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense, with responsibdity for
command, control, communications and
intelligence
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A second concern is that too many systems engineers. In our long his- reconnaissance and other functions.
of us in the U.S. are not sensitive to tory of finding solutions to military We rely on our competence in space
the unique leadership obligation this problems, we have developed a for power proiection into areas of the
country must assume in its alli- military/ industrial complex which world where we do not have pcrma-
ances, especially NATO. Several I applaud. We have a great abundance ncnt access. We have the opportu-
factors dictate this. of people who can simultaneously nity to apply our space systems to a

First, the U.S. has accepted re- handle military operations, technol- coalition strategy in new ways: shar-
sponsibility for providing adequate ogy, science and the industrial proc- ing communications, cooperating in
strategic nuclear capability and for ess, and we have them by the navigation, meteorological prcdic-
deciding when it should be used - thousands. Most European nations tion, and satellite reconnaissance.
not only by us, but by NATO. This have only a few. This is a national Our allies should enjoy some fruits
obliges us to behave like the senior asset, and we have a responsibility to of these capabilities to leverage their
partners we are. apply that asset to the common de- participation in other common

Secondly, we are the major eco- fense of ourselves and our allies, interests.
nomic entity in the West. When we Fourth, the U.S. operates the most Electronic warfare is also increas-
flex our muscles or adjust economi- comprehensive intelligence system ingly important in military engage-
cally, we make waves that affect all in the West. Our dominance here is, ments or, for that matter, in
of our allies. They must respond to in my view, more complete than in deterrence. The West has a com-
our behavior whether we intend to the nuclear field. We have access; manding lead in those technologies
be leaders or not. we have applied the best technology; necessary to support excellence in

Third, we have unique industrial we have employed some of our best electronic warfare. The U.S. pro-
capabilities that are particularly talent; and we now have the most gram is particularly broad and deep.
relevant to alliance defense capabili- comprehensive system in the West- But we are not exploiting the techno-
ties. We have an immense advanced ern world. Our system includes tac- logical advantage nearly as much as
industrial base. We have all the tical reconnaissance, surveillance, we could because of our failures in
military-relevant technologies; es- national intelligence, strategic warn- concept, procedure and organiza-
sentially no other Western nation ing and so forth. If NATO is to be tion. Many of these technologies fall
does. The U.S. problem is a global informed, at either the strategic or under the rubric of 'Information
one and our industry, in responding tactical level, it will be because we Technologies" and if there is one
to these global problems, is capable arranged it; if NATO is not informed, area in which we have an advantage
in all aspects of our military needs, it will be because we failed to ar- over our adversaries, it may be the
from strategic nuclear to special range it. information technologies - those
forces and from space to under the Fifth, the U.S. has the most com- processing and information handling
seas. Our NATO allies are not so prehensive space program in the techniques in which the civil sector
structured; they have much nar- world. Through technical innova- primarily has driven us to excel-
rower missions and industrial bases. tion we have arranged materials, lence. However, we have not fully
Most importantly, we have military propulsion and electronics into a exploited their military advantages.

program the Soviets cannot match, That is an area where we absolutely
let alone any of our allies. We have must act. To take advantage of our
become extremely dependent on our technological leverage, however, we
competence in space for communi-
cations navigation, meteorology,
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must adjust our military concepts, obligations, in support of our com- the world at the expense of French
organization and procedures to capi- mon defense. citizens and that the hemorrhaging
talize on the technology rather than A third major area of my concern had to stop. For whatever reasons,
simply letting operational require- are some of the trends in dealing the innovation and efficiency of U.S.
ments drive the technology, with technology transfer. Technol- chefs seirn to be better than those of

We are weak at creating and imple- ogy transfer is an important issue in a French chefs and the provinces are
menting new military concepts to coalition strategy and must be clamoring for more action.
exploit information handling tech- treated with cool, clear, logic. Let Gourmet and Bon Appetit maga-

me begin the discussion of tcchnol- zinc editors had some reservations
ogy transfer with a tongue-in-check about the French action. They noted
fable of contemporary relevance - that the U.S. chefs had been practic-

echrolcatrarWer it seems that the French have ap- ing French cooking long enough so
is4T plied the principles of technology in that they weren't sure if the new

'Jl w ime e • a new dimension - the culinary protective measures would affect
arts. A spokesman for the French them very much. In fact, they per-

a coat~on stra government announced the other sonally preferred the U.S. version of

I dmustb day that France feels its culinary base coq au vin and canard I'orange over

trd Ot is a national asset and that preserva- the equivalent French offering. I

C , e a" I tion of its culinary advantage is criti- don't know that anything is going to
"ii, cal to the country. He also indicated come of that but it typifies the kind

that additional regulations would he of concern troubling people all
established to keep French culinary around the world.

niques. But, whether we do it or not, techniques from leaving the country. And we should be concerned - our
our adversaries will. The Soviets The Minister of Culture commented investment in scientific research and
take military cybernetics very seri- to the press that several factors development in new technology,
ously. Whether we want them to or caused this get-tough policy, which has for years been so much
not, they will in time gain access to First, he noted that in only 200 larger and stronger than that of the
the technology, and they are more years the United States had captured rest of the world, has been casually
likely than we to apply it rigorously nearly .37% of the worldwide French exploited by other nations. Since
and deliberately to their military cuisine market and France's market World War II, the Soviets have estab-
command and control problem. We share had gone from 73% to 32%. lished themselves as a major mili-
need to adjust and structure our- Second, the French government tary power in part by taking,
selves to take operational advantage feels it has been too free with the copying, stealing and applying U.S.
of our technical and industrial lead. recipes and that it has been too easy technology. Despite great invest-

This is also an area of technology for foreign agents to gain access to ments and industrial progress, they
where we may be able to engage the the techniques of French cooking. In still feel it necessary to systemati-
Japanese to pull more of their share. essence, he said France has been cally acquire the products of our
They are expert in these technolo- conducting a free cooking school for
gies, and this may be a reasonable
course for them, for reasons of indus-
trial self-interest, and the pressure of
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research, development and innova- Second, our society is based on the Third, high technology today is
tion for their own purposes. The concept of free flow of information to largely the manifestation of ideas.
Japanese, very often with the fruits its citizens, and progress of science Vigorously controlling technology
of our invention, have bettered us in and technology also requires the flow means controlling the flow of
several key areas. relatively free exchange of scientific ideas. Not only is that difficult, but

But let us be careful about how we information and data. We are inno- in a free society it must be viewed as
try to fix this problem. In our zeal to vative by the millions, not just by potentially dangerous because it
correct this situation, we should not the hundreds. Our strength depends implies that some authority would
fire live rounds into a crowd hoping decide which ideas arc acceptable.
to hit pickpockets even if we know Fourth, technology is a key dec-
they are there. We arc in this posi- ment of any nation's commercial
tion for fundamental reasons, some and military position. Leaders all
of them at the heart of our free, dem- over the world recognize that their
ocratic, and entrepreneurial society. nations must have access to and take

First, history has been slightly part in high-technology industrial
skewed. Following World War II, the activities. High technology influ-
U.S. alone had a healthy, vigorous enccs essentially every aspect ot
industrial environment and up-to- daily life in the modern stare. In-
date experience in applying technol- creasingly, the same technologies
ogy to military problems. Our which are the key to military
industry and technology dominated strength, are also directly or indi-
the world in a way that could not rectly key to commercial success.
possibly be sustained in a balanced literally on millions of citizens Separating critical military from
world order. Further, much of the working individually and in groups critical commercial technology,
improvements enjoyed by our com- to achieve their own objectives. That particularly at the fundamental
mcrcial competitors or military ad- process must have an environment lcvc, is extremely difficult now and
versarics since that time have not in which it is natural to share new will only become more so.
resulted so much from our loss of knowlcdgc. However, access by mil- Fifth, our marketplace is truly
state-of-the-art technology as it has lions of citizens is cqtivalent to ac- global. Commercial success in most
trom their efficient application of cess by our adversaries as well, so we high-technology industries today
established technology. The lapa- have a dilemma. Perhaps if we were a depends on international trade,
nese performane: in electronics and controlled society, the controlling which depends on our ability to cnmi-
automotive products has much more element could distinguish what in- pete internationally.
to do with engiaclring, organization, formation to share, but we are not, In summary, the U.S. mLst partic-
and tinance than with our loss of should not be, and such logic cannot ipatc intensely in world military,
technology. The cfectivcness of apply. commercial, financial, social and
'soviet air detense relics more (in co- political activities. We must apply
he'rcnt application ot routine cngi- our great industrial base to our de-
neering, organization, and military fense, our commerce and our ideals.
protccdurcs than on new technology. Often the same technology is esscn-

tial for both defense and non-defense
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affairs. Free exchange of scientific most of my adult life in the intelli- To protect ourselves, we must
information is essential to the health gence business and in other activi- keep critical information secret, but
of science and technology, and thus ties that do keep secrets and we must be selective about what is
to our industrial strength. Interna- compartmentalize ideas. It can be critical and then apply really tight
tional cooperation is essential for done and it is done routinely and controls. A set of cosmetic procc-
either commercial or military suc- successfully. durcs which are irrelevant to the
cess, and our military allies will The key is to severely limit the process of idea flow will not do. Hay-
always, in a healthy world, be our numhcr of things which are so criti- ing said that, let us recognize that
commercial adversaries. We will not cal that they require serious protcc- our main thrust must be to support
be able to control the flow of key tion. An idea can be kept secret if its international cooperation. We must
technology without the potential of availability is not key to the welfare develop an environment where it is
damaging our free society by control- of a broad base of our society, but if safe to cooperate, rather than one
ling ideas, and controlling ideas is access to it is necessary for the wel- that discourages cooperation. And
likely to be extremely difficult in any fare of many, preventing that will be we must do this for our own welfare.
case. In the worst case, we could try, nearly impossible. If we minimize
fail, and seriously damage our heri- the list of technologies and ideas we
tage in the process without achiev- believe critical to our national wel-
ing any compensating benefits. fare, we should be able to keep the

On the other hand, I believe there most important, underlying ideas
are things we can do. I have spent and key technologies compart-

mented and prevent their flow be-
yond our control.
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The Soviet Perspective on Global Power Projection
William G. Hyland
SENIOR ASSOCIATE,
CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOP INTERNATIONAL PEACE

O n November 10, 1982, Presi- will be characterized by conserva- run out of new frontiers to exploit.
dent Leonid Brezhnev of the tism and adherence to the status quo The Soviets must now prove them-

Soviet Union died. This event sig- - no politician is likely to rise to the selves in terms of greater productiv-
naled the beginning of a period of top advocating radical change. But ity and greater efficiency.
transition and some danger, as the the nature of the second stage is less This must be done in spite of pres-
Soviet Union now moves into a post- certain. sures to reform, or improve stand-
Brezhnev leadership.* We know some of the pressures ards of living, which will strike at

Yuri Andropov, former head of the that will impinge on Soviet leader- Party legitimacy and control. And
Soviet state security apparatus, was ship in those years. The economic there will be pressures to reduce the
named as General Secretary two days situation will continue to be very military burden, which has been
after Brezhnev's death. This was bad. Productivity and growth have growing relentlessly at a rate of 4 to 5
somewhat predictable, as Andropov declined, and the Soviet Union has percent Jreal growth) since the early
had been elevated earlier in the year 1960s. This was not a great burden
to a senior secretary position in the - - . - in the early years of the Brezhnev
Politburo and Secretariat, putting ascendancy, when the economic
him in the line of succession. . . growth rate was keeping pace, with

In a sense, we were in the post- about 11 percent of the gross na-
Brezhnev era even before his death; tional product allocated to military
Brezhnev had been packing the top i use. But in the last five years, with
ranks with cronies for some time. the Soviet economy slowed to less
Most of these men, however, are than 2 percent growth per year, it has
well into their 70s, and they are not i become a serious problem.
necessarily men with good qualifica- What is needed is a substantial cut
tions to lead. Now that Brezhnev is in the defense budget growth rate
gone, they are obviously vulnerable over five to ten years. But that will
to a purge. not have great appeal to the new

In any case, there will probably be leadership. A Soviet leader who
two stages in the change of leader- WilOi G. Y!1GR6 would cut military strength must
ship, At first, figures currently in the Mr. Hyland was formerly Adjunct Professor, justify it on the grounds that it is
higher echelons will dominate, un- Georgetown University School of Foreign safe. But neither foreign policy nor
der Andropov's leadership. But be- Service, and Senior Fellow, Georgetown military power levels offer credible
cause of the advanced age of these Center for Strategic and Internatonal
men, the end of the 1980s will bring a Studies He is a member of the Council on
second succession. The first stage Foresgn Relations and i5 the author of The Fat

of Khrushchev
This presentation has been updated to retlec t

the death of Leonid Brczhnev
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the most important European devel-
opment of the past twenty years -
has stricken at Soviet legitimacy. It
is the first genuine workers' move-
ment to oppose Soviet power. The
orthodox Polish communist party
has totally collapsed, and a military
regime has had to be put in power for
the first time. Demands on the mili-
tary are thus growing.

The most important problem for
the Soviet Union in the coming dec-
ade is not the West, but the Far East
- especially China. China will con-
tinue to become more powerful as
a military and political force. The
Soviet Union will find defense of its
10,000-kilometer border with China
a tremendous military task. Those
border forces, like the forces in West-
ern Europe, must be modernized.

0 Moreover, Soviet economic interest
is strongly attuned to Siberia, which
produces about half the nation's

The late Soviet President, Leonid Brezhnev, greets the 19th Congress of the supply of oil and some 40 percent of
Young Communist League of the U.S.S.R. in May 1982. its natural gas. These resources are a

stake to be defended against Chinese
justification. Not only the West, but In the meantime the Soviet eco- pressures.
also China poses a great threat to a nomic situation is becoming more So the Soviet Union is turning to
major sector of the Soviet landmass. deeply entangled in international the East - and its position there is
U.S.S.R. forces must defend three politics. The Soviets have counted similar to what the U.S. and NATO
major fronts, and military emphasis on increasing trade and technology face in Western Europe. The Soviets
will be shifting eastward to focus on transfer with the U.S., Japan and are bent on avoiding nuclear conflict
China by the end of the 1980s. Europe. Indeed, Europe is the one with China; so they face an enor-

So the outlook for changes in So- place where they persist in preserv- mous demand for conventional de-
viet military spending patterns is ing the detente atmosphere. Now, fense on their eastern frontiers.
not bright. Present policy is likely however, the Polish revolution - Over the course of two or three
to continue, and the economic crisis years the Soviet Union's dispute
is likely to deepen. with China will be in negotiation.

Then, I believe, we can expect it to
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blow up. The clash is fundamental; viet Union have a long-standing for us to persuade them to make
it has little to do with whether the treaty permitting the Soviet Union some concessions, while they are
border is adjusted a few hundred to intervene there. still benign. Similarly, Khrushchev
miles one way or the other. The prospect, therefore, is that accepted the Korean armistice from

The southern flank, on the other Iran and the Soviet Union will move 1953 to 1957 before he consolidated
hand - Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran closer together. That in turn poses a his power.
- is the Soviet Union's greatest threat to the Persian Gulf. Indeed, But I think we must recognize that
potential area of opportunism and the Soviets have been building up a the next few years can be a period of
exploitation. The Soviets have not position of power in South Yemen danger as well. Now is the optimal
been very successful in creating and Aden, which menaces Pakistan. time of Soviet power. In another five
opportunities, but they have been The U.S. has been supporting Paki- years, the Soviet Union will become
quick to capitalize on opportunities stan for the day when it has trouble weaker, not stronger. The Andropov
presented to them. For example, the with its neighbors, Afghanistan and regime may well feel that, if it is
U.S.S.R. did not create the problem Iran. And we may note the signs of going to exploit opportunities at all,
in Angola; Portugal's control there nervousness in India; Mrs. Indira it had better do so now, rather than at
fell apart. The opportunity must be Gandhi has now decided it is worth- the end of the decade when the So-
clear, as the Cuban proxy was in that while to visit Washington. viet Union will have relatively less
case; then the Soviets can escalate When we later look back on this strength and therefore less freedom
horizontally, perhaps on the pretext period, however, I believe we will of action internationally. We may
of invitation into some remote area. conclude that the Soviet Union has liken the present period to the

The invasion and occupation of suffered an enormous defeat. It has launch of the Soviet Sputnik some
Afghanistan is a watershed in this been frozen out of the Mideast strug- 25 years ago. That ushered in a very
respect. I do not believe the occupa- gle from which it had profited for 25 dangerous period of aggressive Soviet
tion is reversible. The Russians have years. foreign policy, including severe ag-
been trying to get into Afghanistan I think the Soviets must recognize gression in Berlin, and culminated in
for 200 years; they are not likely to that, if current developments in the the most dangerous of all crises to
leave just because their casualty rate U.S. continue, the balance of power date, the Cuban missile confronta-
is slightly higher than they would will turn against them in the late tion. So we must be aware of the
like it to be. 1980s. By then the U.S. will have possibility that the Soviet Union

In the meantime, the Soviet lead- MX missiles and B- 1 bombers in may try to solve some of its problems
ership is substantially supporting place, and perhaps the Trident-2 in the next few years by scoring suc-
Iran. It appears they may be betting cruise missile family as well. The cesses abroad. And I think the at-
that the future of the region lies with Soviet Union will then be under tempt may well center on the
the Iranian revolution - if not dur- worsening pressure, and there will Persian Gulf - a major Soviet pres-
ing Khomeini's time, then after him. be an opportunity for the U.S. to be sure point for centuries.
They seem to see it as an anti-West- more aggressive in its diplomacy.
ern, or at least an anti-imperialist, That period, during which the
revolution. If in time the Iranians post-Brezhnev leaders are getting
need to turn to a great power, the their feet wet, will be an opportunity
Soviets see themselves as a natural
ally. Notably, too, Iran and the So-
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We must preserve the basic bal- -- The real Rapid Deployment Force
ance of strategic power - establish U" consists, I suppose, of our own forces
the perception that we are rearming-. in Western Europe. But using forces
and that we intend to redress the - from Germany in the Middle East or
current imbalance. I think that is the , the Gulf would put a tremendous
heart of deterrence. The record of the strain on the Alliance. This is a terri-
last 35 years suggests that deterrence % bic weakness, and I have no idea how
is viable and has worked. It has de- to repair it.
pended not so much on individual I do not think the Russians arc
weapons as on the states of mind in going "match." Many of us over-
Moscow and Washington. Without reacted to Afghanistan, feeling that
the weapons systems, I think the the Russians would continue to
balance of power would tilt disas- -. move. But I think they simply saw a
trously against the United States, power vacuum and hoped one way or
and the danger of war would rise. another to pick up some big gains.
Imbalance of power has been the " I do not think oil is all that is in-
basic cause of most wars. A British volvcd; I think they hope to turn the
strategist, Michael Howard, reminds Yuri Andropov, successor to flank of the Middle East, and I think
us in Encounter magazine that wars Leonid rezhnev they will persist.
do not happen for transient reasons, I find it a little unreal to talk about
but because of basic perceptions of the defense in Western Europe, to- moving this or that division even to
the balance or imbalance of power by gether with the presence of a large the Zagros Mountains, let alone the
one adversary or another. American ground force. Rapid Deployment Force to the Per-

So I believe in the value of deter- I agree with Churchill: the Rus- sian Gulf, if the opponent is the So-
rence. l am not terribly concerned sians do not want victory, they want viet army, navy or air force. It seems
about how or where weapons would the fruits of victory. Their strategy to me if we are talking about Amcri-
be used. Warplanning in peacetime has not been to prepare an all-out can troops fighting Russian troops in
has little relevance to how the war assault anywhere in the world, but to the Middle East, we are very close to
would actually be fought. aim for a favorable correlation of World War Ill. We are not talking

I disagree with opponents of first forces, so that the fruits of victory about a minor skirmish when the
use of nuclear weapons. I think first will fall into their laps. 82nd Airborne Division has the hell
use has been a valuable strategy in I get the strong impression that if knocked out of it by the Soviet
Western Europe. It must make the we were challenged in the Persian Guards Mechanized Division. This,
Kremlin wonder what would hap- Gulf it would be absolute hell to try I would think, would occur at a max-
pen should there be a war with the to defend the oil. That is why the imum alert, with everybody poised,
United States, in Western Europe or Gulf is an extremely dangerous and a great deal of concern that win-
elsewhere. It is a valid strategy to place: it is a power vacuum. No local dows of vulnerability may actually
maintain this element of uncertainty forces are worth a damn, and it is a have some meaning. I would think
as to whether we might use nuclear long way from the United States. that we were moving so rapidly to-
weapons. I still think that is basic to ward World War III that it would be a

nightmare.
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The Role and Limits of Military Power
McGeorge Bundy
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY,
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

T he Western Alliance must move that provides an annual four percent must be effectively related to the
away from a doctrine of possible real growth in the defense budget political realities, and to the inter-

first use of nuclear weapons. over six years. Others, like former csts and concerns of the larger local
Critics of this proposed change Secretary of State Alexander Haig, nations, else the military activities

speak about the usefulness of our contend it would require a tripling of are not likely to be fruitful. The
present doctrine, hut go on to em- military budgets. most important country in that area,
phasize the urgency of improving This debate should be given more both in order of magnitude for the
conventional capability. And that, careful attention. U.S. and in its own right, is Mexico.
in any event, is the first and neces- The real strategic lesson of the past Throughout the 1950s, General
sary step. year is the extraordinary and ne- Eisenhower repeatedly emphasized

Some say we can reach a conven- glected importance of strategic C 'l. that the foreign policy of the U.S. got
tional balance in Europe by an effort The recent recognition of it, and the more bang for the buck from eco-

new command attention to it, is a nomic and military assistance than
great and constructive change in it did from direct military appropria-
defense planning and even defense tions. I think this will continue to be
thinking. It is a change for which the true in the 1980s, although emphasis
administration, not otherwise dis- on that reality is not as clear - and
tinguished for strategic lucidity or has not been clear in the recent two
grasp of its own budgetary problems, or three administrations - as it was
deserves great credit. i,- the 50s and early 60s.

I will address tactical C I from the There is no question but that re-
point of view of the political and illy quick and effective communica-
military processes of the U.S. Gov- tion, and effective translation of that
ernment. commun:4ation into tactical action,

We in international affairs must is enormously difficult.
mainly pay attention to the political, While in the Signal Corps, I was
economic, and national relations the ULTRA officer in the Normandy
between the U.S. and countries very landings for the Navy. UL FRA was

Mr. Bundy served during the Kennedy different from our own, the behav- the process by which German corn-
administration as Special Assistant to the iors of which are mainly governed by munications were intercepted and
President for National Security. He has also their own historical evolutions, their contents passed to appropriate
served as President of the Ford Foundation. Even in an area where there may be commanders. We would get mes-

significant military or paramilitary sages telling us to expect a flight of
action - I would pick the Caribbean
as the most likely - that action
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bombers at such and such an angle, One could argue still about what communication or non-communica-
and at such and such an hour. might have happened had different tion with allies. In the Suez case,

The problem was to get the mes- commands been given to General communications worked better than
sage translated. The admiral had to Eisenhower toward the end of World command and control - better than
convert it into his "sudden feeling" War II, perhaps more along the lines diplomacy - because in that case
that we should be particularly alert of what Churchill desired. Cer- the president of the U.S. did have
in a certain direction. I learned there tainly, it was in the American tradi- timely information of what was in-
the great difficulty of combining tion of that time that no such tended by the French, British, and
rapidity with security in communi- commands were given. Israeli governments. He knew
cations. Korea was a quite different situa- everything but time and date. Be-

The field of tactical C'I poses some tion, and in the end there was an cause of the indefiniteness of the
interesting political questions. Con- explosion. Granted, it involved an information, he chose to not tell the
sider, for instance, the relationship unusual commander and a particu- British and French what his feelings
between the process of command larly stubborn commander-in-chief, would be if they did what they were
and control and the commander-in- but the explosion reflected the fact planning to do. But that was his
chief. that political considerations and not decision and not a failure of intelli-

When I think about the large-scale specifically military considerations gence or of communications.
political evolution of command and were governing the edges of activity In the Berlin crisis there were
control in the years since World War in that war. extraordinary problems in communi-
II, I am struck by two things: the In the crises over Quemoy and cation between Washington and the
increasing concentration of higher Matsu, President Eisenhower was field commander. After the building
and higher commanders dedicated to extremely careful to say to his com- of the wall, the president wanted in
smaller and smaller phenomena, and manders that they would have what Berlin a voice he knew and under-
the degree to which this is neces- they needed. He was quite unwilling stood. General Clay returned to ac-
sary, both because of capability and to say to them just what he thought tive duty for that assignment.
because of the political meaning of they would need. In particular, During the Berlin crisis, it didthe activities reported by military Eisenhower reserved to himself the seem important for those in Wash-
commanders to Washington. decisions about any authorization ington to concern themselves with

In World War II, General Marshall, for the use of nuclear weapons. questions such as whether to comply
and Admiral King, too, were able to The first post-action military rec- with the request that tailgates on
maintain a discipline that almost ommendation after the Quemoy- 2.5-ton trucks be lowered so the
enforced upon their superiors an Matsu crisis was that in the future Soviets could count the soldiers in-
unwillingness to interfere in not there should be clear, advance under- side: a major diplomatic question.
only battlefield decisions but even standing as to the authority to use We had another set of communica-
larger military choices. nuclear weapons. That of course is tions problems in Cuba, which we

precisely what presidents then and might consider when we plan for the
since have refused to give. Caribbean.

The Suez affair engages another The failures at the Bay of Pigs were
kind of tactical communications: failures of internal communications

in the U.S. Government. The new
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In attendance at a cabinet meeting during the Cuban missile crisis in October 1962 were (left to right): Robert Kennedy, Attorney General;
Don Wilson (half hidden), USIA; Ted Sorenson, Presidential Advisor; Bromley Smith (rear), National Security Council; McGeorge Bundy,
Presidential Advisor; C. Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury; Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson; Llewellyn Thompson, U.S. Ambassador
to the U.S.S.R.; U. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Under Secretary of State; President John Kennedy; Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Robert McNa-
mara, Defense Secretary; Roswell Gilpatric, Deputy Defense Secretary; Maxwell Taylor, Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff; Paul Nitze, Assistant
Defense Secretary. Not shown are George Ball and John J. McCone, both hidden by President Kennedy.
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administration - and this is as The ability for decision makers on tance ot timely communications in
much my fault as anyone's - never both sides to communicate with one its evident breakdown during the
understood that the intelligence another is exceedingly important. massacre occurring in Lebanon.
estimates it was receiving from the I do not believe that American na- Where there is a communications
CIA were not intelligence estimates tional interests could be served by capability, and sometimes even
in the ordinary sense at all, because fighting a war against decapitated where there is not, political aUthor-
the professional estimators had been forces. ity will wish it engaged.
denied access to the problem. There are many lessons regarding In tense moments, sustained at-

A much more interesting and com- communications to be learned from tcntion from the White House is
plex set of communications prob- Vietnam. But I would emphasize the almost inescapable. When the na-
lems occurred during the Cuban critical importance of what was tion becomes focused on an event,
missile crisis. There it became clear missing: candor about purposes and the president must also. A president
that the military actions used in the capabilities between civilian and cannot afford to be scooped very
quarantine were primarily important military commanders at all levels. often by network news.
as instruments of communication to That kind of candor does not come There are situations in which the
the adversary. This was not the way easily. The relationship between the commander on the scene must de-
Admiral Anderson perceived his president, the president's people and cide. Sorting those situations out,
duty. It required a jury rig of respon- the military is an uneasy one. Few while also planning capabilities for
sibility, quite foreign to the tradi- are willing to say, 'Mr. President, reporting and asking for direction,
tions of senior officers but quite what you are asking us to do cannot and for reporting when there is not
understandable to a president con- be done in the way you are asking us time to ask, should be important
cerned that some act or failure of to do it." And presidents seldom elements in our C 'I system.
action would be misunderstood, and say, "Look, if you can't do it my I remember what they used to tell
perhaps lead to an unwanted re- way, I'd rather you not do it at all." us in the Signal Corps OCS: That we
sponse from the other side. And there is also reticence or even might not think that our jobs as com-

During the Cuban crisis, there deviousness which is sometimes a municators were very glamorous, we
developed an intensity of communi- personality trait and sometimes a might not believe that we were in the
cations, and immediacy of command product of the training process. front line; but that without us noth-
and control, which had not been The professional must insist on ing good could happen, and much
anticipated by any of the parties be- candor and deal rather firmly with that was bad was inevitable.
forehand. There also evolved a mul- those civilians who are not candid.
tiple process of communications Firm measures are available.
with the adversary and a very intense In Iran there were failures of com-
process of communications with munication at all levels - much
allies and other interested parties. more political than military.

We recently had an extraordinary
illustration of the political impor-
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Projecting U.S. Power into Southwest Asia:
Problems and Prospects
Jeffrey Record
SENIOR FELLOW
INSTITUTE FOR FOREIGN POLICY ANALYSIS

A smaller, more agile interven- The RDF was set up in late 1979 to permanent U.S. military presence
tion force, capable of projection deter Soviet aggression in the Persian ashore in Southwest Asia and has

from the sea, should replace the Gulf area and to preserve access to tried to gain rights of access to se-
present Rapid Deployment Force. Persian Gulf oil. However, interven- lected facilities in times of crisis.

tion forces must have secure access Apparently, agreements have been
ashore, which means access to ports, concluded with Kenya, Somalia,
airfields, and other reception facili- Oman, and Egypt.
ties. To stay ashore, they require Yet access to facilities on a con-
continued access to proximate logis- tingency basis is no substitute for

tical support bases. Neither is avail- U.S.-controlled and U.S.-operated
able to U.S. forces in the Gulf area. bases not subiect to the political
As long as the U.S. military forces vicissitudes of host governments. It
are denied peacetime access ashore is worth recalling that during the
in the region, the RI)F must rely October War of 1973, the U.S. was
primarily on sea power. denied overflight rights by NATO

With the exception of the tiny allies, countries usually considered
atoll of Diego Garcia, some 2, -300 more reliable than nontreatv
miles from the Straits of Hormoz, friends" in the Gulf.
the U.S. has no military bases in that The internal political instability of
vast area of the world stretching U.S. friends and allies in the Gulf is

Dr Re cor wjS formeri the Le(3slatve from Turkey to the Philippines. exacerbated by the questionable
Asystnwt tor MI ,r, A.i ,rS tO S,-r'ator S:v-) Prospects for the establishment of a capabilities and competence of their
Nr, res trC' issOC Oc o ' Defense major U.S. naval facility or air force military establishments. The recent
Anai, ,ss Staff of "n Broo rjS Ir5 !t, or" base in that region are not favorablc. Lebanese conflict and the ongoing
ird vpof 'eeI jcc c r, fofrcqr 1re1

P,, c' 3i! c., o, ,J'i f!,s, , Ho The countries of that region do not Iraqi-Iranian war have done little to

.t,, -ori rj COt'.0tCJ .0D " r'', want formal security arrangements
oos iro o, 0oo, rcv, ! c mr that would entail stationing U.S.
, hcIs cr' forc 'rv po; , -m-I n m r mrffi- ,; troops on their territory.

The Pentagon appears to realize
the political barriers to establishing a
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enhance the military reputation of combat commitment of any sizable sively restructure our economy for
the Arab world. National military U.S. force in the region would auto- war, or, as an alternative, redefine in
forces on the Arabian peninsula are matically weaken the defense of a major way our military commit-
negligible in size, questionable in critical U.S. interests elsewhere in ments outside Southwest Asia. The
quality, or both. As a result, U.S. the world. The decision, reaffirmed effects of continuing to rely on the
intervention forces could expect by the Reagan Administration, to same forces to support both Gulf and
little support on the battlefield even rely on existing military units for the non-Gulf operations would be espe-
from host nations requesting inter- RDF, almost all of which are ear- cially profound in the event of a
vention. U.S.-Soviet confrontation.

Can the U.S. count on Southwest The Reagan Administration en-
Asian cooperation in the face of ag- dorsed most of the RDF-related
gression by the Soviets or a Soviet strategic mobility enhancement
client state? Such support is a func- programs initiated by the Carter
tion of the political stability of the Administration. However, with the
regime supplying it; its effectiveness exception of the Near-Term Pre-
is a product of the size and compe- positioned Ship iNTPS) force, none
tence of the regime's military forces. of the mobility enhancement pro-
For decades the U.S. enjoyed in the grams will be realized for at least
Shah of Iran a powerful and seem- several years.
ingly stable local client committed The problem of access in South-
to the defense of shared interests in west Asia should have propelled the
the Persian Gulf. Today, which po- Pentagon to create an intervention
tential American client among the marked for NATO and the Far East, force distinctly different from the
littoral states of the Persian Gulf and serves to widen the gap between U. S. present RDF. The present RDF
Indian Ocean can be regarded as both commitments abroad and U.S. capa- should be replaced by a small, agile,
politically stable and militarily com- bilities to defend them. tactically capable intervention force
petent? Our forces cannot at present meet that is based and supplied from the

In Southwest Asia, the U.S. pos- the demands of a worldwide war. sea and supported by expanded sea
sesses none of the critical opera- They cannot, for instance, concur- power, especially forcible entry capa-
tional and logistical benefits that it rently reinforce Europe and also de- bilities. Such a force would stress
enjoys in Europe. Except for naval ploy to the Persian Gulf. This will quality, immediate responsiveness,
forces maintained on station in the remain the case unless we either and logistical self-sufficiency rather
area, the U.S. would have to start return to conscription (which I do than size, air-transported forces from
from scratch militarily in the event not think probablel and comprehen- the U.S., and dependence on facili-
of a Gulf crisis. ties ashore. In short, as long as the

Even where military access in U.S. military forces are denied politi-
Southwest Asia is not a problem, the cally secure peacetime access ashore

in the Gulf region, there appears to
be no alternative to primary reliance
on sea power.
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The replacemient intcrvcnt ton
force should be a vdait o! thc Navv-

CapinChina Fleet Marine Force 'team'' using
Sea USAXtried and tested structures and dOe-

trifles associated with successsl
projection of powe\-r trunl sea to
shore. The Marine Corps is thu soic

0 U.S. force with amphibious assault

Irancapabilities, an essential componenlt
of anv credible U.S. intervent ion
fore in Southwest Asia. In contrast
to the Army, the.Marinc Corps' prin-
cipal competitor, thu Corps is full\-
compatible with sea power. There is
also the Corps' long-standing historv
of successful expcditn-onary opera-

UntdAab 1lfO Oman Idations in the third world and' its rcc-

Saud Emiatesord, as thu nation's recognized
Arabia torcu in readiness, -of being the

first to fight."
Essential to any credible U.S. in-

Oman turvntion force in Southwest Asia is
a strong U.S. forcible-entry capabi]-

yemenity Serious consideration should be

Arabianl Sea given to incressing the level of am-
I S.emenphibious shipping and gunfire capa-
I bilities, and to expanding invest-

6,3 ol defmenit in maritime pre-positiotling.
A sea-based RDF admittedly would

have limited utility in contingencies
demanding sustained combat in and

Eth beyond the reach of amphibious
assault ftorces and carrier-based air
power. Prosecution (of sustained

Ila inland combat, however, would
depend on secure coastal military

I N DIAN OC EA N ludgments, which ean he gained only
by the ability to project power
ashore.

Chagos Archipelago

Diego Garcia
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Resolving the insufficient force army. This would free hudgetary conducted slowly and evenly over a

problem seems to be more difficult resources for reinvestment in the period of 15. to 2(0 years. A protracted

than resolving the problem of mili- kinds of sea-bascd force projection withdrawal would afford the allies

tary access. A massive expansion o) capabilities desperately needed for sufficient time to undertake counter-

U.S. general purpose forces is neither contingencies in Southwest Asia. balancing increases and improve-

fiscally nor politically feasible. At Eventually, U.S. ground forces ments in their own forces, such as

the same time, the present military should be withdrawn from Europe. re-equipping and upgrading the read-

power outside of Southwest Asia is Our allies are more than capable of mess of their reserve forces. The U.S.

hard to iustify. In areas such as Eu- mustering the manpower and hard- shoul-d make every cttort to cncour-

rope, indigenous allies are capable of ware for their own defense on the age and assist the allies in assuming

assuming a larger share of the com- ground. However, the U.S. would fll] responsibility for forward de-

mon defense than they are now bear- continue to provide air, naval, and fcnsc on the ground in a manner that

ing. Our European allies today in Europe's case) nuclear forces for would cnsute smooth and timely

possess the human and ma:erial their defense. The U.S. would aban- substit ion of European forces for

resources to assume full responsi- don neither its membership in wiihdrawing U.S. units.

bility for NATO's forward conven- NATO nor its commitment to Eu-

tional defense on the ground. rope's defense; only the character of

Allied assumption of full rcsponsi- our NATO commitment would be

bility for Europe's forward defense altered, not the extent.

would permit a substantial reduction An abrupt withdrawal must, how-

in the size of our NATO-oriented ever, be circumvented at all costs.

To avoid political shock and military

disruption, the withdrawal should bC
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Political/Military Context for Future
U.S. Roles in the Pacific
Dr. Michael Nacht

1 4 , AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND
A 'r, PiF7 ",O iO Of PUBLIC POLICY HARVARD UNIVERSITY

t I the I J S depondency oil fossil tions, both to complicate each oth-

fuel,, cont inLes to decrease, then er's dccision-making and to gain the
the 1990s nay well find Asia and the attention of the United States. Be-
Pacific replacing the Persian Gulf as yond that, however, there is a single
the gcostratcgic center of the world, word that best describes the two

In the last ten years, the greatest countries' attitudes toward one an-
growth in economic power has come other: hatred. The Russians dis-
from those states in a large vertical like the Chinesc intensely. The
strip extending from Japan through combination of ethnic, political,
South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, military, and diplomatic differences
Singapore, down to Australia. There between the two governments is so
is more potential wealth in this re- profound that the likelihood of a
gion than in any other single area of major rapprochement in the 1980s is
the world. So it is important that we negligible. Of course, enemies do
spend some time thinking about sometimes make pacts, but irrcspec- .

Asia and the Pacific either as a first tive of changes in Soviet leadership,
and only theater of warfare or per- only modest repairs to the gapirg Dr Nacht afso serves 9s ActIng D rector of

haps as a second theater, after hostil- wound between the two govern- Harvard s Program or S dai Relat o
He teachgsm , el areas Of mterrpat or, il

ities have already begun elsewhere. ments seem likely. affairs and security ard ouic
In examining ,-.,ierican posture Assumption 2. Sino-Vietnamese management He ias writtr wije on

and policies in that region, we must problems will continue. Although American foreign and dcefense pohcv on"
consider some assumptions, some the Vietnamese bloodied the Chi- regional securitv oroblems in Euroor E ist
threats, some problems, and some nese a few years ago, the Chinese do Asia and the Miale East on antic e t rc

needs. not basically fear the Vietnamese reg me cirarges nj eveloOrq cour,es

Assumption 1. American policies Vietnam is a second front for China, and on managemer,t ,sss r , ma '

have been predicated for some time and a secondary front at that; the national secur ty Qolic

on a continued, intCnsified Sino- Chinese leadership does not expect
Soviet rift and conflict. Currently, mortal damage from Vietnam.
the Chinese and the Russians are
conducting a series of tactical flirta-
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Assumption 3. Japan will remain a economy in the world and the eighth
free, democratic, stable ally of the largest defense expenditure in the
U.S. world, even though less than 1 per-
Assumption 4. Sou~th Korea will cent of Japan's GNP is devoted to
remain strong and prosperous. defense. The lapanese, however,
Assumption S. American access to operate under three major con-
bases in the Philippines will remain straints:
a central lynchpin of American naval 1. Psychological pindown, The
strategy. Japanese have not forgotten what

The final three assumptions call happened to them in the Second
for a brief discussion about threats. World War. Most Japanese fear that
In the past ten years, the greatest continued acquiescence to American
threats to American interests in the pressure to build in the defense scc-
Pacific have been Soviet: the growth tor would eventually lead to the un-
of the Soviet navy in the northwest- leashing of military forces in Japan.
ern Pacific; the ability of the Soviet In the long run, this might only pro-
navy to be visible, to project power duce the same results that led to the 1,
by deploying Soviet flag vessels near Japanese defeat in 1945. In other
Japanese waters, off the coast of Ko- words, they are afraid of themselves
rea, and in Southeast Asia; the spe- and wOUld rather be ridiculed and a
cific military threat posed by the criticized and move slowly than end
Backfire bomber and the SS20s that up as they did in the last war. This
could reach many important Asian feeling has an extraordinarily pro- t
targets; and, finally, the potential found effect on Japanese thinking. Koea Pacific
use of Vietnamese bases by the So- 2. The parallel economic and secu- cean
viet Union. In view of American ritylinks between our two coun- China
strategy and interests, consider the tries. The deep links between
countries named in the last three American and Japanese bankers, ia
assumptions, starting with Japan. economists, and traders on the ceo- P4

Japan is potentially the strongest nomic side, and American and lapa- A- Kong P
military power in the region, with nese military personnel and defense Kong Philippines
the possible exception of China, and intellectuals on the security side,
therefore deserves the most empha- have operated in parallel with little tnam
sis. Japan has the second largest interaction between the two groups.

This situation is now changing,
however. For example, congres-
sional representatives from mid- Malaysia
western states arc among the most

Australi;
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vociierous proponents for increased defense program, Their air forces What could change, however, is that
Japanese defense spending, precisely and navy are highly vulnerable to lapan could adopt a "Gaulist ap-
because these states have been hit by Soviet attack. Their ground forces proach,'" that is, remain tied to the
automobile imports from Japan that need new equipment and better West, but in a looser, less predictable
have produced large unemployment training. They have no capability to fashion. They could then be quite
in the American auto industry, block the three straits, which would independent on most foreign and
Imagine what the effect on U.S.! be a key role they could play in the defense policy issues. They could
Japan relations would be if the situa- event of war between the United perhaps acquire their own nuclear
tion were repeated in the computer capabihtv, ., surface navv, and power
industry. The likelihood would be ,,,- . proicction forces.
high that deep anti-Japanese feeling For our purpose%, it behooves us to

would develop in this country, fol- reduce the element ot surprise and
lowed by the passage of significant ' uncertainty when dealing with the
protectionist legislation directed at Japanese. Even our enunciation ota
Japanese imports. Clearly we, on the "swing strategy was a surprise to
one hand, need to manage our eco- them. It we want to keep them calm,
nomic relations with the Japanese we need to retain at least one big
more carefully, and they, on the carrier task group close to Japanese
other hand, need to adopt a political waters at all times. The prospect of
strategy for their economic export no carriers near Japanese territory
policy to avoid adverse consequences . ... breeds nervousness in Japan. We
from their economic strength. need to be visible, to deter the Rus-
3. Extreme Japanese sensitivity to States and the Soviet Union. From sians, to pose a credible war-fighting
being the Asian bully. The recent our perspective, we can either watch capability, but we must not do too
revision of Japanese textbooks is a them do too little for our purposes or much in any one area. The proper
fine example of the deep animosity run the risk of having them do too balance requires great artistry on our
of many Asian peoples for the fapa- much. part.
nese. Not many Americans remem- Currently, only a small faction of From an American perspective,
ber that Japan occupied Korea from one of the several Japanese political the worst case scenario would occur
1910 to 1945 and that churches full parties advocates a robust defense if Japanese high technology and dis-
of Koreans were barricaded and set posture of 3 to 4 percent of GNP. So ciplinc were placed at the service of
afire; Japanese occupation in South- the likelihood that we will have to the Soviet armed forces. We have to
east Asia was extraordinarily brutal. live with a low-profile Japanese de-
Today Filipinos, Taiwanese and fcnse capability, barring some maior
mainland Asians of all stripes are shock or general war, is very high.
exceedingly nervous about Ameri-
cans asking Japan to devote 5 percent
or 7 percent of its GNP to defense.

At present, Japan has an inferior
defense capability as well as a weak
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make sure that this situation does owe their promotions and their lite- Kong in the Western canp. Bttt it
not materialize, style to him. Also working to his would be a gravc mistake to nmoc

As for Korean security, this issue advantage is that the principal orga- swittly toward major rearmamnC 01

will remain a bilateral Korean-Amcr- nized opposition to Marcos is non- the Chincse to satistv our deeper
ican problem. Neither Japan nor any Christian in a Christian country: contccrns about the Rtussians. Such
other state can play a pivotal role in Islamic rebels who arc geographi- action could be ot short-term bcnctit
either moderating North/ South callv isolated. Marcs' reign, how- but would be a protoutnd error in the
Korean relations or in improving the ever, will end sooner rather than long run. Moreovcr, a combincd
economy and military capability oif later. He is both medically and polit- British-American strategy is nccs-
the Republic of Korea. The U.S. has ically sick, and there is very little sary it Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong
shouldered these problems and must likelihood that Mrs. Marcos, the heir Kong are to remain in an indepen-
continue to do so. The Korean gov- apparent, will be able to retain the dent role outside direct Chinese
ernment itself remains politically loyalty in the military that her his- domination.
stable primarily because of the threat band generated. American niaval forces llust COi-
from the norch, not because of popu- If there is an upheaval in the Phil- tin'|ue to be visible in the region, dcm-
lar support for General Chun's re- ippines, Suhic Bay and Clark Air onstrating to Our Paif ic allIc, that
gime. Force Base would be at risk. Comtin- the United States i,, firmly commit-

Perhaps the Achilles' hecl of gcney plans, therefore, need atten- ted to their decense, and that the
American strategy in the Far East is tion. Vietnam experience has [ot pcrma-
the Philippines, which remains cs- The remaining countries of that ncntlv damaged America as a IPacitic
sential to American Navy and Air vertical strip, Taiwan, Singaporc, powcr
Force planning for the western Pa- and Hong Kong, are basically ves-
cific. President Marcos - if one t iges, entrails, of China. U.S.
studies the tactics and strategies of P.R.C. relations are absolutely
his reign of power - has been suc- central, therefore, to maintaining a
cessful in maintaining power primar- strong Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong
ily through his military staff, who
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Coalition Defense versus Maritime Strategies
Ambassador Robert W. Komer
FORMER UNDER SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE FOR POLICY

I is ahominahle to talk about The second area of critical interest match, wc should be taking another
strategic versus tactical C '. is the Far East, primarily Japan and look at strategy as well as trying to

Both are strategic as well as tactical. China. This area is vital bCcausc get more resources.
Since the U.S. has never fought a Japan has the second largest GNP in Various alternative force proiec-
nuclear war and is never likely to the world and the two countries to- tion strategies have been proposed in
fight one, we ought to call it deter- gether arc, again, between "us" and light of our strategic aims and con-
rent C' versus war-fighting C , or 'them." strained resources. The first alterna-
even nuclear C veisus conventional The third area is the Persian Gulf tive is the "unilateralist'" strategy,
C ', because there will always be a with its oilfields. The Gulf presents based on the view that we cannot
conventional element, us with a third-front problem; it rely on our allies. So we could retreat

What we should discuss more is would be useless for the U.S. to de- to the alternative of defending only
coalition strategy and coalition C', fend the oil if we lost the first two
because we are ill-prepared to fight a critical areas. The U.S. could proba-
coalition war. Cooperation with out bly manage without Persian (;ulf oil,
allies is the only way we will be able but our European and Asian allies
to preserve the balance of power, could not.
given our present capabilities and My next basic proposition: strat-
resource constraints. egy mtist relate aims to capabilities

Since the essenceof strategy is and resources. While the U.S.S.R..
choice - among missions and can give near-absolute priority to
among our capabilities to execute bui Idup of its mil itary strength,
them - I would like to discuss alter- democratic societies have a tradition
natives in force projection. of underfunding the military ill

Because it is remarkable how little peacetime. The Soviets have spent in
we think strategically, here are a few the last twenty years building up
fundamentals. Strategy must have while we have disinveted in de-
an aim. For the U.S., the overriding fense; we diverted approx inatcly
aim should be to preserve the bal- S 1) billion to the Vietnam War and Until January 1981, Ambassador Komer was
ance of power in three areas of criti- an additional S 10( billion to expia- Under Secretary of Defense for Poicv He
cal interest. tion afterward. The U.S. military has also served as U S Ambassador to

The first area is Western Europe. capability has, until recently, been Turkey, Advsor to Se ,.tary of Defense of,

It has a greater total GNIP than the declining. We are way behind in NATO affairs, SoeciaN ,isstant to President

U.S., has more people than the som)tie respects. We are suffering from Jonnson, and in many other offical

U.S., and is strategically located what the Joint Chiefs of Staff call capacities

between "ts" and "them." ''mismatch between strategy and
resoIirces.'" Since this is a big mis-
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the Western Hemisphere. This was they are at present to the defense of is really going to destroy our strate-
our dominant strategic aim when the their frontier on the inner-German gic position. I have even greater diffi-
Royal Navy controlled the seas, but border. culty placing strategic value on
there are few who support this isola- If we give up on the Europeans, the many African countries.
tionist aim today. Chinese, and the lapanese as defense Instead, we should configure our

The second force projection alter- partners, then we must have a mari- iorces to deal with the most serious
native is a group of "maritime su- time strategy. But adding forcible contingencies. Strategic nuclear
premacy" strategies. Since resources entry to that strategy suffers from exchange is the least likely contin-
are constrained and are likely to re- two deficiencies: first, we already
main so, and since our strategic own all the islands; in a conflict it is
needs are so great, proponents of the other side which will need the
these strategies make a choice - forcible entry capability. Second, it
they would put most of our money will be very difficult during a con-
into command of the sea. ventional war to return via amphibi-

Stansfield Turner's sea control ous forcible entry to either Europe or
strategy is the first of these maritime lapan. Unlike the Normandy inva- t
strategies. His is based on two facts sion when the Russians kept the
of life: that six-sevenths of the Wehrmacht busy, once we lose an
earth's surface is water and that we area like Western Europe or Japan,
always get surprised by the unex- there will not be anyone to keep the
pected. So, he favors putting most of enemy occupied while we land our '
our resources into sea control. The amphibious forces. Therefore, we
problem is that most of our interests want to be cautious about such great gency of all. However, this does not
are on land; the control of the sea is reliance on amphibious assault. Ei- mean that we should cut back on our
merely a means to an end. We need ther we already own the islands, or, strategic C and retaliatory forces.
both maritime superiority and some- if we are forced out of them, it will be While the likelihood of the Warsaw
thing else. impossible to go back. Pact forces sweeping across the

Unfortunately, constrained re- These remote area strategies also inner-German border may also be
sources force strategists to decide fall prey to the "likelihood fallacy" relatively low, the objective of our
what kind of superiority is best. For - designing our strategy and config- strategy, our policies, and our capa-
example, Turner would have the uring our forces to deal with the bilities must be to keep that likeli-
U.S. add more amphibious force most likely contingencies. The most hood as low as we reasonably can
projection to sea control so we could likely contingencies may be in the while dealing with other areas. This
focus more on remote, unexpected Caribbean, but I do not understand illustrates the problem of the likeli-
contingencies like the Falklands. why the loss of Grenada, several of hood fallacy: the U.S. military estab-
But the lesson of the Falklands is the other islands, or even some place lishment was not wrong to worry
that it was a strategic aberration. on the mainland of Central America about Europe first, or to worry now
The Falklands victory came at the about the Persian Gulf as an indis-
expense of British ability to fill pensable strategic link to Europe. It
their Atlantic commitments and to would have been wrong for us to
contribute more adequately than program our forces primarily to deal

with Angola or Vietnam.
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There is another maritime force onto Western Europe, Northeast First, we do not focus on it enough

projection strategy which happens to Asia, and the Persian Gulf. Fortu- militarily; we are all guilty of what

be the current favorite: using big nately, we don't have to if we stop has been called the "sin of unilater-

nuclear-powered carrier task forces ignoring a simple fact: the single alism." We need to talk about corn-

to nibble away at the maritime greatest U.S. strategic advantage bined C', rather than joint C'.

flanks of the U.S.S.R. The problem over the Soviet Union is that we have Second, our Achilles' heel is our

with using carrier strikes if will not lots of rich allies and they have only a lack of strategic mobility forces. At

get into vulnerability issuesl con- few poor ones. All of their allies are a the present time, our force proiec-

cerns offensive capability. These drain on the Soviet exchequer and tion capability is terribly unbalanced

splendid carriers, employing decep- only a few of ours are. We must ex- - we have more active regular gen-

tion and everything else to take ad- ploit this fundamental fact, because eral-purpose forces than we could

vantage of innate Soviet stupidity, the U.S. is now producing only 20 deliver in time to the scene of con-

will, if successful in getting to the percent of the world's GNP as com- flict.

launch point and launching, deliver pared to one-half in the late 1940's. The third problem is nationalism,

500-pound dumb bombs. I am not We have to share the burden - there also known as parochialism or pro-

sure that the Soviet navy can be is no way out of it. tectionism. The interoperability

obliterated by 500-pound dumb A coalition strategy is the answer, necessary for coalition strategy has

bombs, much less the U.S.S.R. Indeed, it has always surprised me not been possible due to our unwill-

I guess this is why, when funds are how long it took me to recognize ingness to share technology. We

apportioned in the Kremlin, the So- another historical truism: most wars must have a more liberal disclosure

viet navy has always gotten the least. are coalition wars - wars of alliance policy with our allies or we will not

Nonetheless, these maritime su- versus alliance - rather than one be able to reach any level of inter-

premacy strategies are legitimate country versus another. A U.S. ver- operability.

strategic options. They at least face sus U.S.S.R. conflict does not reflect The fourth problem is that the

up to constrained resources by trying historical reality. Even all four of our whole incentive structure is wrong;

to focus on immediate needs in the own twentieth century wars were it puts a premium on taking care of

event of a threat by the enemy, coalition wars. Since we can no one's own service first, one's own

rather than imitating the Army's longer rely primarily on nuclear country second, and only then on

strategy of planning for mobilization force as a cheap deterrent, we must cooperation with allies. Coalition

and then responding months or years develop a stalwart conventional cooperation has never really been

after an enemy strikes, option. Because of resource con- attempted in peacetime. The U.S.

So, the U.S. needs another kind of straints this must be a coalition op- armed services must be told that new

strategy - a kind which will hold tion. funding requirements mandate coop-

onto areas central to our vital in- The difficulty with coalition strat- eration.

terests and prevent a shift in the egy and a coalition war doctrine is Let me return to those three key

conventional balance of power. Ad- that coalition burden-sharing has areas I discussed earlier - Western

mittedly, with our constrained re- not worked very well in peacetime

sources, the U.S. cannot alone hold and coalition operations have not
worked very well in war. A number
of problems contribute to this.
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Europe, Northeast Asia, and the they would not be quite as much of a ing to think in terms of a trip-wire
Persian Gulf. pushover for the Soviets in north strategy in the Persian Gulf, more

Can Western Europe defend itself China as they are today. Armaments specifically, a trip-wire in the Zagros
without nuclear weapons? I agree like hand-held anti-tank weapons Mountains. This would present the
with Jim Schlesinger that over- and hand-held anti-aircraft weapons other side with a very interesting
reliance on nuclear deterrence has would be appropriate, problem of escalation.
been the fatal flaw in the Western I will make two points about the I conclude that coalition strategy
alliance. But I do not advocate get- Persian Gulf. First, you cannot de- is still the best way to achieve the
ting rid of our nuclear weapons. In- capabilities to defend our vital inter-
stead, we should concentrate on ests. In fact, given resource con-
making them survivable and using - straints, it is the only way.
them primarily to deter the other I would like to end on a note
side from using nuclear weapons . faintly related to conventional C
Even so, I believe that NATO could There is a definite operational need
defend itself conventionally without - for coalition C .Our research and
huge increases in defense spending if development must consider stan-
we strove for more rational burden- dardization, or at least interoperabil-
sharing and greater efficiency. ity, on a multi-nation basis, rather

The second area of our vital inter- than among the American services
est, Northeast Asia, is not just a mar- alone. For example, from an Army
itime theater. The objectives and viewpoint, it is more important for
chief players are on land; Japan is no our C to be compatible with that of
longer a maritime power. fend the oil from behind. Second, allied ground forces than for it to

The key problem of Far East strat- this means that you cannot defend be compatible with the U.S. Navy.
egy is China, the Soviets' biggest the oil from the sea. You can defend Also, naval C' should be compatible
strategic problem. The Soviets al- the oil access routes from the sea, first with our allies, then with the
ready recognize the two-front threat. but if we lose the oilfields, I do not U. S. Air Force.
Indeed, the classic gambit of a want to defend the access routes, I If we do not pay attention to coali-
weaker power is to present a superior want to close them. tion war, then we have a no-win
power with a two-front threat. We A second corollary: you cannot get strategy. If we do not pay attention to
ought to think more about that when out in front of the Gulf oilfields with the logical corollary - standardiza-
we look at strategic potential in the marines alone. Amphibious ships arc tion and interoperability across the
Far East. just not fast enough. Having had board, instead of on a single-nation,

This does not mean that we should some experience with contingency single-service basis - then we face
rearm all the Chinese forces. We planning for the Gulf, and noting disaster on the battlefield, regardless
could not do it; in today's dollars it where the marines went in during of how good our own C may be.
would take $100 to $120 billion. Our our initial exercises, I concluded that
problem is a lesser one. We should we really need something more than
provide sufficient defensive arma- forcible entry at the toe of the Gulf.
ments to the Chinese forces so that True, the only options for defending

it from the front are high-risk strate-
gies. Even so, it would be interest-
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C31 for the Falklands

Col. Jonathan Alford
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES
(LONDON)

The official Ministry of Defense was not tight political control over
statement says that the success the degree and appropriateness of the

of C 'equipment was an outstanding violence used.
feature of the Falklands. Obviously, It was a Cabinet decision that no
I can hardly leave it there. action be taken against the Argentin-

We have to consider not just C ', ian mainland. The Cabinet deter-
but C'I - and the "I" may prove mined the extent of the exclusion
most interesting. Furthermore, it zone around the Falklands. And the
was not just the functioning of the Cabinet made certain that the pres-
equipment, or its adequacy. The real sure on the military junta was care-
issue is the way in which command fully synchronized. There was, in
was exercised, the philosophy of short, no absence of political leader-
command, and the kinds of control ship.
that were needed under circum- The chain of command was from
stances which were less than usual. the Cabinet to the chiefs of staff.

For example, to a quite unusual This link to the Cabinet was madeand indeed unexpected extent, naval Colonel Alford assumed his present positon c
sndindeunportpled axtm ol in 1977. He formerly served with the British easier by the constant attendance of

gunfire support played a major role, Army from 1951 to 1977 the equivalent of your chairman of
although we have tended to overlook the joint chiefs at the inner Cabinet
the design of the naval gun in mod- operate on the basis of broad direc- meetings, trom which the war was
ern platforms. That gunfire had to be tives and limited interference with directed. The chiefs of staff cxe-
directed and controlled, often by the minute-by-minutc conduct of cuted Cabinet poilicy but devolved
artillery observers ashore, and that operations. The Cabinet was happy operational command to fleet head-
meant communication compatibil- to clear rules of engagement for the quarters at Northwood. Admiral
ity between a small manpack set and navy and to permit action within Fieldhouse, Commander-in-Chief
the ship's radio fit. those rules. This was critical in the Fleet, was given a land deputy and an

There is a cultural difference be- sinking of the cruiser General Bel- air deputy to create in effect a unified
tween the way the British and Amer- grano, which I will discuss later, land, sea and air headquarters, pri-
icans traditionally direct military This is not to say the Cabinet did marily to coordinate UK-based sup-
operations. We British tend to let not express anxiety from time to port. This worked well enough
the commander on the spot conduct time. Nor is it to suggest that there despite being largely ad hoc and un-
operations within broad political planned.
directives. This is true however
good the communications. Our
politicians are relatively content to

pIm1mum A am-w nLU mw
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interestingly, the nuclear-powered -- that the SSN hail access to a satellite
submarines did stay under opera- channel to Northwood. There is too
tional control of Commander-in- ExCIusiol Zon a question of whether he would have
Chief Fleet. And so far as I can gone into the attack simply oin the
establish, once the Army was ashore, rules of engagement without specitic
a separate line of command was authorization from London. I think
opened from the land force co- that he would.
mander, General Jeremy Moore, to -Chil So h orga I would argue that the sinking
Northwood. of the Belgrano was justified on

This chain of command seems tidy grounds of both expedience and self-
enough and it worked most of the - defense. What, as someone said to
time. 1 do not sense that this was Antarctic ni ula me, was it doing there anyway,' It
an operation that was over-coin- was not on a pleasure cruise.
manded, although it will always be The sinking of the Belgrano was
the case that the commander on the came into focus when the sublmarine the first of two critical shocks that
ground resents interference by his Challenger sank the General Be)- made people realize this was not an
superior. grano. The Challenger does appear elaborate game. The other of those

I do sense some cases of tension. to have had quite direct and specific shocks was the loss of the HMS Shef-
Errors were made, particularly dur- authorization from London leven, it field. And more than any other inci-
ing subsidiary landings at Bluff is said, from the Prime Minister her- dent, the Belgrano sinking lost
Cove. The army-fleet link, perhaps self) to attack the Belgrano within Britain a lot of political support at an
through haste, resulted in inade- the rules of engagement. important time. The sinking did
quarte air defense. Those landings, This implies that although the seem to have the effect of driving the
driven by time pressure and the loss sinking took place outside the total Argentinian navy back to port and
of helicopter lift when Atlantic Con- exclusion zone, actions being taken keeping it out of combat for the rest
veyer was sunk, were, I fear, sadly by the Belgrano and her escorts gave of the war, but there may have been
botched. the submarine commander reason to other reasons for the Argentinians

In the case of the rapid deployment believe that that particular group not to hazard their navy.
force, the command lines must be was moving to threaten the task Strategic communications worked
straight rather than kinked. I find it force operating within the zone. well enough but I hvc heard con-
impressive the way that the fleet, Certainly, no one in government cerns that we were short of channels
naval air, air force, marine, para- had the slightest doubt about the on the satellite links because we did
chute and line infantry, together legality and correctness of that not have dedicated commrunications
with fleet auxiliaries and the crews action, satellites. MARISAT, which we
of the ships taken up from trade, I do not know how the submarine used, was shared. Nor were the press
managed in a very short space of time commander communicated his re- happy with their share of communi-
to make so few mistakes. quest for guidance. I have to assume cations. There was moaning that

A few words about rules of engage- there were no direct transmission
ment: I think the whole question facilities for television and that dis-

patches iconvenientlyl got delayed
in transmission.
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One small detail that I find dis-
tressing is that HMS Sheffield ap-
pears to have had her search radar
switched off at the time she was at-
tacked because she Was using her
satellite terminal. I cannot say this
led to her loss but it must have been a
contributing cause, for she certainly
did not have time to fire chaff in the
path of the Exocet missile. If inter-
ference between ship's radar and
satellite use in a high threat area does .
lead to the temporary switching off 47
of search radar, something is seri-
ously wrong. One should not have to
hazard a ship in order to communi-
cate. The charge becomes more seri-
ous when we learn that chaff appears
to have been quite effective as a de-
fense against the Exocet when fired
in time - time afforded by radarwarning of an incoming missile or Marines of 1st Raa nq SqTaaoror RT i Mir '.,'- .. - a-. I, . .
the presence of its launch platform. nror to ,nvasion of FaIklar-os

The other Exocet loss, the con-
tainer ship A tantic Conveyer, sadly The land force commander corn- helicopters as he could muster. Thebecame a target through chaff deflec- plained that he was short of secure task force also pressed the local (B
tion. Chaff broke the missile lock radio links which would have radio into service to eomnmunicatcand the missile looked for a new speeded up communications. But directly with the Argentinians intarget and found the Atlantic Con- normal communications security Port Stanley.veyer, which of course, had neither can handle the traffic and my imprcs- There is a very strong suspicionhigh-definition search radar nor chaff sion is that it did. that Special Ali Service and Specialdefenses. One of the few ioyous little things Boat Service teams were placed inThere is not much to remark about to come out of the campaign was the Argentina to watch aircraft love-tactical command and control, so let use of the island's telephone net- ments and that they used very highme turn to tactical communications, work. The brigade commander at speed integrated circuits to transmitI gain the impression that there was Swan Inlet rang forward from a crott- nessages in bursts to the task force
adequate net radio and adequate er's telephone to a number at Bluff at the rate ol some hundred wordsopen channels and frequencies. I do Cove to ask if the Argentines were
not know of any overcrowding, still there. On being told that they

had left the day before, he rushed his
men thirty miles forward b% such
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AtlanticOcean tive deployment at the end of March. Special Boat Service parties wereIt would not have been easy, but it landed early , some say a month afterWest could have been done. the Argentinian landings, to observe
Falkland I will content myself with l)ennis deployment patterns and pass thisHealfy's misgivings, Inevitably, information by radio to London andonce a part of the Foreign Office has the fleet. These parties inus, haveStanley taken a view on an issue I such as thec therefor, from the SSNs

e, 6 
conic, teeoe rmteS~Falklandsl it tries to interpret intelli- which were first on the sccnc( East Falkland gence so as to confirm that view and Some informat ion may have come- tends to discount intelligence which from islanders who managed to re-disagrees with it.' An intelligence main in radio contact with the force.review body at the highest level, From this I suspect we gained a gen-independent of government depart- crally accurate picture of Argent in-per second, thus substantially reduc- ments, could prevent future misgiv- ian deployment, aircraft movementsing the danger of intercept. I think ings. anddefenses. Idonot think we werethat this is one of the very first times After the invasion, the means of surprised in general by what wethat this equipment has been used in gathering strategic intelligence were found.anger. extremely meager. American recon- However, we were very short ofWe were never able to read Gen. naissance satellites certainly helped tactical photo reconnaissance; thereMenendez' link to the Argentinian but they were badly limited by cloud were too few Harriers to do the jobmainland, andi it is interesting to cover. The distance from Ascension and they had higher priority tasks.note that the Israelis were continu- Island to the area of operations made It came as a shock to find that theing to help Argentina with secure, aerial reconnaissance very difficult, Argentinians had flown C-1.30 sor-on-line encryption throughout the and the absence of a capable long- ties into Stanley Field and continuedcampaign. It was actually this, range general-purpose rcconnais- flying until the very last days. Imuch more than rumored arms sup1- sance aircraft was badly felt. Once doubt if the Task Force was gettingplies, which caused British irritation the maritime reconnaissance Nim- adequate medium- and high-levelwith Israel. rods were operating with inflight photo coverage on a regul.r basis.As for intelligence, there is still refueling, they flew some 150 sorties We were also surprised at the num-great discussion about the failure to to keep watch on the Argentinian ber of troops taken prisoner at Gooseanticipate the Argentinian invasion navy. Green and Darwin; I douot that theof the Falkland Islands I believe In the case of South Georgia, we single-battalion attack would havethe warning indicators wlre there had to resort to a Victor tanker rap- been made if the true strengths hadbut were discounted at the highest idly fitted with cameras to find out been known. It seems that the Ar-political levels. Heads have rolled. what forces were on the island. Al- gentinian garrison commander dou-Whether they were the right heads is though foiled by clouds, the air- bled the garrison the night before inanother matter. craft's ordinary operating radar did at anticipation of an attack. To buildI believe that the Argentinians least ascertain that no large Argen- up an accurate picture takes time,could have been deterred by prcvcn- tinian ships were present in the an- and time is what the Task Force did

chorage. not have.
In fact, we really had very little

idea of the total size of the Falkland's
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(Above) HMS Sheffield burns after being struck by Argent in ian
Exocet air-to-air missile fired from Super Etendard strike plane, Tne
sh ID was abandoned and later sank while under to". Twenty mnen
were killed in the attack~

(Right) Argentinian prisoners are searcl'eo at Port Stanley Drio, to
being repatriated.
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garrison right until the end. I suspect might have had sonic Soviet hep on Radai picket ships could not be
that most of what was known came the way down, for the fleet was shad- posted forward to the west for they
from Argentinian television, al- owcd by Soviet AGIs. ButtcnerallV, would certainly have bccn lost to air
though the size, equipment, and Argentinian reconnaissance was attack. HMS Sheffield, only some 20
capability of the Argentinian forces absent. Virtualy all of their air mis- miles out, was so lost. So this blind-
was quite well known, even by the sions, so far as I can tell, were of the ness cost us dearly. The cost need
organization I represent, the Intcrna- search and destroy variety rather not have been so high if we had had
tional Institute for Strategic Studies. than spccifically targeted. something like our Gannet earl"

So far as I can tell, we never knew One of the central issues of the warning aircraft or the Hawkeye
where the two Argentinian Type 206 whole campaign was the marked E-2C. We are now scrambling into
submarines were. They were most lack of airborne early warning. It service a modified Sea King helicop-
emphatically lost to view, despite was not available and we could not ter with a search radar.
antisubmarine warfare capabilities provide a remCdy in time. The carri- Planning for the operation, partic-
of a rather high order. And finally, of ers were, for safety, some 60 nilcs ularly the logistic planning, can only
course, we were never able to track east (if the islands, putting them be described in superlatives. It was,
Argentinian raids from their source. beyond the range of Argentinian in my opinion, magnifiec it. Lots ot

Most intelligence gathering still strike aircraft operating from main- medals will rightly go to the profes-
had to he done on foot by aggressive land airfields. To get the Harriers sional, courageous, and very tough
patrolling and that is a slow btsi- into the air in time to intercept raids soldiers, sailors, and airmen who
ness. I do not know to what extent against the islands required vital fought in the South Atlantic. I hope
our commanders were surprised. minutes which we did not have. recognition will also go to the stalls
The telephone call incident to Bluff Certainly the Harriers sometimes who provided the framework with-
Cove means that we did not know by flew combat air patrol but there were out which disaster could so easily
reconnaissance that the Argcntini- too few to operate continuously in have resulted.
ans had left. that way over all ground aid mari- I will let W. S. Gilbcrt have the last

On the Argentinian side, I would time activities. As it was, the Harri- word. He once complained Itanding
simply note that they were largely ers isome 40 aircraftl flew 165 ton an empty station plat form that

blind, mainly because they had not sorties with the quite remarkable aSattrdav afternons, although
invested in aircraft reconnaissance. figure of only 1 percent of sorties coming at regular and well-torcscen
Also, they made apparently little aborted through unserviccability. intervals, always take this railway
effort to find out what was going on. But the task force critically lacked by surprise. I tend to feel the same
That seems consistent with their a long range airborne radar flying way about the Falkland Islands.
entirely reactive attitude once battle permanently overhead. Our airborne
was joined. They did make an effort early warning Nimrod is not yet in
to track the fleet on its approach to service and the Harriers do not have
the South Atlantic, and they iust an early warning radar. Planning had

assumed that the fleet would always
operate within land-based airborne
early warning cover.
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Tactical Air Forces in Europe and the C31 Connection
Lt. Gen. Robert W. Bazley, USAF
VICE COMMANDER- IN-CHIEF
U.S AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

T wo things stand out about typically implies -moving forces, (inc-tw;o punch to the air-to-air and
USAFE and NATO. The first we arc already there. ground attack roles. Our NATO

is our proximity to the heaviest, Second, the C I connection is vi- allies are modernizing their fighter
densest military threat ever assem- tal. I consider it one of the most sig- forces, too.
bled. While the word deployment nificant 'force multipliers' in any In fact, it we arc to offset the no-

conflict with our Warsaw Pact adver- merical imbalance, meet Soviet
saries. technical advances as shown in the

Proponents of the ''simple" in the MIG-23 and MIG-2 7 , and overcome
simple versus complex'" argument the weather conditions of the Cen-

do not seem to grasp the situation we tral Region, we need the level of clec-
face in Europe. We arc outnumbered tronic sophistication of the F- Li in
two to one in air forces, and the Sovi- all new fighters.
cts are building new aircraft at about We need more fighters to help
four times our rate. We defend "the reduce the numerical disadvantages,
front:" Soviet fighter-bombers can and we need places to bed them
now take more bomb,; to London down. Our 14 U.S. main operating
than they could deliver over Frank- bases are already too crowded and
furt ten years ago. They have fielded vulnerable, so we have identified
seven new missile s stems in the over 70 allied bases wc could poten-
last ten years. In winter, given the tially share. Unforttunately, only at
combination of night and adverse less than 15 percent of them could

General Bazley assumed his present duties weather, we operate below 1500-foot munitions, fuel-storage, and dis-
in July 981 Recent experience since May ceilings and three-mile visibility persed parking areas be added.
1978 includes Commander, 3rd Air Force at more than 80 percent of the time. With our proximity to the front,
Royal Air Force Station, Mildenriall, England; And the Soviets have troops dcdi- and the chemical warfare threat, we
Commander, Sheppard Technical Training cated to chemical attack and olee- need .survivabilitv - hardened shel-
Center Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas; and tronic warfare. trs for aircraft and operations cen-
Commander Air Force Inspection and To meet this threat, we need the ters and numerous other functions,
Safety Center, Norton Air Force Base, full spectrum of capabilities, and we and a chemical offensive capability

are getting a lot of it. that will deter the enemy from
We have brought F- 15s and A- lts choosing that weapon. We have

into the theater for modern air-to-air many of the shelters we need, but
and close air support capability. We
have just bedded down our first U.S.
F- 16 wing, adding the second half of a
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rounding out the total requirement other countries arc doing the same in njnc, bo kkcepjng, qu4ck data
in the support areas (like shelters for their Air Defense Ground Environ- retrwval and manipulat ion. and so-
maintenance activities or ADP facili- ment systems. cure high-speed links
ties) is proving a tedious process. What we need now is a good "CI We must combine and quickly

While weapons provide the punch, connection.'' These systems, weap- disseminate target and threat intor-
sensors help us see where to punch. ons, and sensors typicall. irrive in mation to aircrews. That means
So to complement the new weapons the field as discrete packages. The sophisticated electronic %vstems to
systems, we are modernizing and theater commander is responsible for scparat.: the wheat from the chat.,

putting them together into a win- and an extensive survivable corn-
ning combination of aircraft types, munications network
C I systems, support structures, and For aircrews to communicate c-

tactics.tectively with the ground and with
In the NATO structure today, each other, despite enemy ECM,

L 'each member nation must provide they will need the time-economy of
trained, equipped, and supported data links and cockpit displays, the
forces. Yet the operational command surety of positive identification, and
and control is vested in NATO. Our the flexibility of voice links oper-
C; systems are, by organizational ating over iam-resistant radios.
and operational principle, part Overall, to support planning, in-
NATO and part national rcsponsibil- telligcncc, operations, logistics, and
ity. For the C I connection, we arc C', we need a pervasive, high-fidelity
trying to influence both U.S. and secure voice system.

expanding our sensor systems. For NATO planning and programming. Technically, we pretty well know
example, NATO is readying the first Our new weapons systems, C-1 how to do these things. The trick is
of its own 18 E-3As. And while we ADP capabilities and communica- to sort out who - NATO, the U.S.,
have had RF-4s with side-looking tions equipment must be smart, other countries - should do what
radar, ELINT sensors, and real-time quickly responsive, and above all, and pursuade U.S. decisionmakers
downlinking for some time, we will survivable. For GLCM and other and our NATO partners to field the
be expanding their range and cover- nuclear capable torccs, we need abso- needed CI systems. We approach
age by adding more remote ground- lute command and control, at mis- this task in three ways.
entry terminals. The TR- 1 - an sion planning anti allocation centers, First, we proceed independently
updated U-2 airframe - will carry from the release authorities down and lead by example. We determine
advanced electronic systems to to the individual airframes and U.S C'I needs and implement proi-
search for and pinpoint enemy elec- launchers. ects to meet them. We have iust
tronic emitters and then downlink We need high-speed mechanisms
data in real time to special ground at multiple echelons to keep t r.ck of
stations. On the ground, we will airframes, parts, munitions, crews,
replace our U.S. TACS radars, and and air base facilities, and to help

build and disseminate mission task-
ings in real time. That means auto-
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published, for the first time, a status-kccping and tasking of often- system, several improvement alter-
USAFE C'I Master Plan which incor- sive air forces. The Germans devcl- natives, and the recommended pro-
porates over 200 items from base- oped it and together we improved it. grain. It has had a significant
level computers to satellite radio We have lust installed it at our Scr- influence on improvements to the
relays. These include systems in all bach ATOC, and under a new multi- NATO Air l)efcnsc Ground Environ-
stages of planning, funding and dc- national agreement that we helped ment System.
velopment, such as HAVE QUICK or draft, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Another example is the NATO
the Joint Tactical Fusion System or the United Kingdom will jointly put command and control system for
the new automated teletype message it into their ATOC at Maastricht, the ground-launched cruise missiles,
system in our Sembach ATOC. The Netherlands. which had neither a design nor a
need is there, and we hope that other The third way we field needed C I precedent until our C engineers put
nations will follow our technical systems in Europe - NATO systems one together, first for NATO and
lead. We are using our ClI Master in particular - is to influence their then for each of the other partici-
Plan to organize our thinking and design by technical documentation pating countries. And finally, otr
help formulate our program submis- produced specifically for that pur- European operations concept,, for C'I
sions for funding. Our most notable pose. A prime example is our five- systems developed in the U.S. -
success to date is probably NATO volume European Air Command and such as our enployment concepts
AWACS. Control Architecture for the Central for the TR-I and tot the HAVE

Our second approach is to achieve Region jthe SALTY CONTROL doc- QUICK radios - help influence their
bilateral or multilateral cooperative umentsl. It outlines the operational acceptance and use a NATO-widc
efforts with one or more of the other air command and control needs for C'I systems
NATO countries. Through a bilat- the future, the existing baseline C2

eral arrangement with Germany, we
developed and fielded the EIFEL au-
tomated data processing system for

2/Lt. Gen. Robert W. Bazley
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Pacific Command Perspectives
Lt. Gen. Joseph T. Palastra, Jr., USA
DEPUTY COMMANDER IN CHIEF PACIFIC

W e in Pacific Command have to population - makes our operations Strategically, U.S. defense is
think of a broader conflict: very complex. From the U.S. west PACOM's top priority; we must

the air-sea-land battle, with naval coast, it takes a carrier battle group protect the gateway along the Alcu-
forces prominent. The sheer size days to reach the Indian Ocean, tians to Alaska. Maintaining the
of our area - more than half the n1ld even a modern jet transport like Arabian oil flow is next in inpor-
earth's surface, most of it water, the L- 141 , luires about 32 hours tance, followed by maintaining the
and over 60 percent of the earth's of flight time. Resporsive and reli- lines of communication for sea, air

able command, cOnt:ol, communi- and land forces. Finally, we wish to
cations and intelligence as a force avert radical shifts in the balance of
multiplier is thu. not a buzzword power that might destabilize the
for us - it is a fact of life. region.

The U.S. h:s vital interests in the The Soviets are the dominant
Pacific theater. Our Asia-Pacific threat in the area, though we also
trade has exceeded our trade with face North Korea, Vietnam and oth-
the European economic community ers in Southeast and Southwest
for nearly ten years, and the margin Asia. The Soviets have maintained
continues to grow. It now accounts their combat capability in Western
for 28 peicent of all our foreign Europe while expanding their power
trade and over SI 37 billion annut- to the cast and south. The growth
ally. Japan is our largest trading has, been most dramatic in the So-
partner. Moreover, Persian (ulf 'iet Far East, most dangerous in the
oil, on which our allies in particular southwest. Opposite China and
depend, transits the Indian Ocean. lapan, the Soviets have developed a

General Palastra assumed his present duties We have to keep the routes ot flow war-fighting capability to parallel
in July 1982 Recentexoerience since open and unhindered, that on their western borders. They
January 1977 includes Chief of Staff 8th Our cooperation with Asia is not have, if not the forces, at least the
United StatesArmy, I S Forces Korea, a defense arrangement. It is cssen- command and control to fight a
Commanding General. 5th Infantry Division tially a political-economic grouping two-front war.
(Mechanzed), and of Fort Polk. Louisiana, that avoids anything that even ap- The Soviet Pacific naval force is
and Senor Miltary Assistant toDeputy pears to he entangling defense coin- the largest of the four Soviet fleets,
Secretary of Defense mitments or alliances. The U.S. with over 80 major surface combat-

has been circumspect in approach- ants and 7() submarines, many
ing those countries. We do Cooper- equipped with ballistic missiles.
ate, by treaty, with Australia and
New Zealand, and we have mutual
military exercises.
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~Japan 60%

Philippines 70% " b

Australi 3 New Zealand 65%

Most U.S. allies depend heavily on Persian Gulf oil, with purchases in excess of $150 billion annually.

They routinely operate in the West- generation aircraft. The signifi- operate from Danang and Cam
ern Pacific and Indian Ocean, and cance of these numbers becomes Ranh Bay over the South China Sea.
have use of bases, ports and airfields clear when they are compared with The Soviet far east ground forces
in Aden, Ethiopia and Cam Ranh the 250 aircraft the U.S. Air Force number close to a half-million men
Bay, Vietnam. Their recent tour of has in the Pacific. Soviet Backfire poised mainly along the Sino-Soviet
the Pacific, with passage along the bombers can operate from their border. An estimated 120,000 men
western shores of the U.S., under- home bases against targets as far are positioned facing Southwest
scored their freedom of movement, away as Midway, Guam and the Asia, and some 100,000 troops con-

The Soviet far east air force has Philippines and return without refu- tinue to occupy Afghanistan and are
almost 2500 aircraft, and is modern- eling. Soviet reconnaissance and likely to stay there for some time.
izing at an impressive rate. During antisubmarine warfare aircraft Their firepower and mobility are
1980-81 it replaced older fighters continually being modernized. So
and interceptors with over 200 new- the Soviet forces can significantly

influence the military balance
throughout Asia, and can threaten
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the vital oil fields and sea lanes of preparedness to react to other con- nuclcar-capahlc and conventional
the Persian Gulf and the Indian tingencies. We must be ready to forces must have cnough carrier
Ocean. counter nuclear, conventional, and battle groups and support to meet

In Northeast Asia, North Korea's regional or surrogate wars. Most contingencies in widely separated
forces continue their military plausible Pacific war scenarios in- areas. We must have enough air
buildup at an unmatched pace of volve global conflict with the Soviet superiority to neutralize the Soviet
modernization. In quantity and Union, so we cannot devise PACOM air threat. With Soviet submarines
quality, they have a clear edge over proving a growing threat in the Pa-
the south's forces, are position,:d ' citic, wc need beefed-up antisub-
well forward, and can attack the marine warfare, mine warfare and
south with little or no warning. other special capabilities. We arc
They present the toughest C 'I chal- scriously short on forward operating
lenge I have encountered. bases. We must havc survivable,

In Southeast Asia, the Vietnam- rcsponsive command, control and
cse have enough military muscle to colnl icatiOllS systems to give IS
threaten regional peace and stabil- the force-multiplying effect of rap-
ity. Soviet military and economic idly massed and deployed, widely
assistance estimated at over $3 mil- scattered elements.
lion a day supports some 17D,00 D' Because of the sheer size of the
Vietnamese troops occupying Kam- area over which we need to exercise
puchea and raising the tension control, we cannot organize and
along the Thai-Kampuchean border. strategy in isolation from other pre-position forces to meet every

We depend crucially on our allies theaters. possible challenge. We must react
in the Pacific. We would not want We must maintain credible, sUr- rapidly and tailor and move forces
to lose our trade with Japan or sec vivable and responsive strategic and as conditions change, and this will
an enemy get it. So we want to theater nuclear deterrent forces. put unique stress on command,
make sure Japan stays in our camp Wc want forward basing because control and communications. We
and does not go neutral. Our bases the distances involved arc too great have been practicing with carrier
in the Philippines are crucially im- for uIs to m1o1ve forces as quickly as bal Ic groups, aircraft and other
portant; without them, our nearest we want. But we must also be ablc units, trying to find the bugs in-
base would be Guam. If we should to proiect forces to Show we can volved in controlling the available
lose our Philippine bases, we could prtcct our interests. We do not forces.
probably make up for them, but have entugh force to do it all by What is the tradcoff between
we'd find it harder to deploy and ourselves, so we must rely on ml- torces in place and strategic airlitt
sustain forces, especially in the tual defense arrangements with Would I trade a couple Ot artillery
Indian Ocean. allies, and quick reinforcement and battalions and an engineer group ol

PACOM's military strategy is resupply from the U.S. mainland, the ground in Korea for an extra
primarily to deter and neutralize PACOM has some 360,001) mili- wing of airlift' In peacetime that
the Soviet threat while maintaining tary and civilian personnel, almost

half of them deployed in forward
locations throughout the Pacific
and Indian Oceans. Their balanced
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costs you nothing, but in war it commercial and military systems in time, when the enemy is starting to
might leave you unable to hold onto Japan, Korea and the Philippines - move, not just exercising. Is that
the peninsula. It depends on the so we will have a survivable system realistic. I don't know, but it is a
situation. Given the expanse of the if the shooting starts. requirement, it is being worked by
Pacific theater, even airlift requires A critical problem is the Pacific the intelligence and communica-
days, not hours, and the need for area's heavy reliance on satellite tions communities, and I expect we
tankers is just as pressing as the and undersea cable systems. The will have that kind of capability.
need for cargo and troop carriers. Soviet Union's demonstrated ability Finally, in this era of rapid tech-
There is a deficit in both. to destroy satellites has made it nological change and innovation in

Despite shortfalls, our current C' urgent to implement countermeas- electronics, we must shorten our
systems are effective. But that as- ures and modernize backup high development cycle. To the people
sessment is based on performance frequency systems so we can deploy in the field, it seemingly takes for-
in relatively unstressed conditions. at least minimum essential com- ever to bring in the new systems.
During contingencies we can expect munications. For example, LIp until 18 months
a surge overload and performance From the PACOM point of view, ago, we had been using the same
degradation, even without enemy we need supporting communica- secure FM tactical radio for 15
disruption. And current technology tions to accommodate the incrcas- years. The requirement for a better
makes it far easier to disrupt C' ingly high data rates our automated product was recognized, but it took
than to sustain it. We must there- command and control systems re- 10 to 12 years to put it into the
fore continue upgrading our quire. Our current overburdened hands of the deployed forces. Not
systems - particularly communica- dedicated communications must all of that is a funding problem;
tions - to ensure that they will be quickly be replaced by an architec- often we are pushing the technology
available when we need them the ture that automatically switches too hard, or the user is continually
most. communications circuitry to adjust coming in with changes. Certainly

The all-secure digital communi- to malfunctions and jamming con- there are two sides to the responsi-
cations system of the future will ditions. The speed of today's com- bility for shortening the develop-
dramatically cut the potential for munications control requirements ment cycle. But we must do it. I
exploitation by an adversary. Once precludes use of a manual system. know it is costly, but it is not as
the Soviets cannot exploit our com- Our intelligence function must costly as war. And war is what the
munications systems, we can ex- meet the toughest intelligence and U.S. and its allies in the Pacific are
pect them to mount a major effort warning problems: for example, working to prevent.
to knock out our most critical C'I learning when the North Koreans
nodes. So C' countermeasures arc a will jump off. The warning time
vital need. Moreover, we must take available is almost nil. Our warn-
advantage of existing facilities - ing dissemination is vulnerable and

degradable. I'd like intelligence
that would tell me, within real
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ASD and Force Projection in the 1990s
Lt. Gen. Thomas H. McMullen, USAF
COMMANDER, AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

W hat are the problems associated the Falkland Islands erupted into a outnumbered more than two to one
with conducting joint opera- military conflict in just a few days. in combat aircraft; in the Asian the-

tions in overseas theaters? What is The islands were somewhat remote ater the disparity is even greater. The
the optimum mix and level of mili- from one participant and 8,000 miles Soviet Union has some 10,000 rein-
tary force to be used, and at what from the other. This example points forccment combat aircraft compared
level should the U.S. participate in out that, however we position our to sonic 4,000 in the U.S.
global conflict? forces and however they are consti- This force ratio problem is signifi-

Pre-positioning is an incomplete tuted, we cannot be totally prepared. cantly compounded by the relative
answer, for as recent history illus- Thus, our forces must be mobile geographic distances. To move
tratces, we cannot afford to be every- and adaptable. While U.S. forces in forces from the U.S.S.R. to Central
where. A long-standing dispute over Western Europe and the Pacific are Europe, the Soviets would transit

certainly appropriate, we must also 00 miles through air space and land
plan for possible confrontations in they control, By contrast, we would
other parts ot the world. The depen- transit 4,000 miles of sea or air space
dcncc of the western industrial com- over an ocean that is clearly contest-
munity on the import of chromium, able by Soviet surface-based forces
cobalt, manganese, platinum and and long-range aircraft. In Southwest
other raw materials from southern A,,ia, the distance ratio is even
Africa, and oil from Southwest Asia, worse; the Soviets could move 80(
Latin America, Indonesia and the miles over land to the hcatr of the
southern Mediterranean, demand Saudi oil fields, whereas we would
that our focus remain overseas. And, have to move 7,400 miles, again by
Of course, the western nations must vulncrable air and sea routes.
maintain the key trade routes that But it is air power, both airlift and
link it all together. Any of these tactical combat forces, that can get
needs and many others could lead us us into the ballgamc during the criti-
into conflicts not easily predicted cal early Innings. Aeronautical sys-

GenralMculln bioraoy ppers and for which our forces, therefore, toms rc the most mobile and the

General the Muben Sng orahy aooears cannot be specifically prepared. For
these reasons, we must manage our

forces with a global perspective.
U.S. forces are significantly out-

numbered in key areas around the
world. For example, in Europe we are
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fastest reacting of our forces. At the flight crews for both kinds of corn- process, we have received more than
same time, they arc the most cxpcn- bat, the theater commander could 20 candidate designs for the ad-
sivc per pound of cargo moved, and then assign these aircraft to either vanced tactical fighter tATF from
over a protracted conflict cannot role. These dual-rolc aircraft would manufacturers. They range from a
sustain the necessary mass flow. incorporate LANTIRN and a second subsonic, low-level craft to a super-

Improvements are needed. To crew member to deliver ordnance at sonic, high altitude cruiser. The
improve our deterrent posture, we night, in poor weather, with great majority of designs arc for dash-and-
need better and more airlift and air precision, while rctaining a good air- maneuver aircraft able to cruise su-
refueling capabilities to rapidly to-air capability. pcrsonically at medium altitudcs
move personnel, materiel an ,' air- The F- 15 and F 16 aircraft arc with gross takeoff weights on the
craft. And we must improve the sur- among the world's best. However, order of 60,000 pounds.
vivability of deployed forces through our numerical inferiority in Europe Capabilitics we will consider for
C enhancements such as real time necessitates upgrading these aircraft ATF includc longer range, lower
intelligence. To offset Soviet numcr- through our incremental multistage signature in all areas Isuch as radar,
ical superiority, we must also im- improvement programs. These pro- IR, visual, and noisc, supersonic
prove theater force effectiveness. grams will add new weapons such as persistence, short takeoff and land-
This implies many things including the advanced medium range air-to- ing, and dramatic increases in sup-
improved sortie ratcs and night/ air missiles jAMRAAMsl, reduce portability. The ATF program has
adverse weather capability. Finally, pilot workload with multifunctional been authorized $2. million for
we must work on the span of control cockpit displays, improve radar capa- FY83 and is awaiting appropriation
problems, to provide integrated man- bility for better operations in all action to determine whether we will
agement of all our forces, strategic weather, and update electronic war- proceed. If wc get funding, a substan-
and tactical, in a global situation. fare suites to improve survivability. tial part Of our initial efforts will go

The Air Force and ASD are work- Wc must also find better ways to into developing a new engine. Addi-
ing hard to redress these dcficicn- identify friendly and enemy aircraft, tionally, we plan to fund conceptual
cics. We have several programs in improve communications equip- studies by several major airframe and
progress. ment - most importantly voice, but avionics contractors less than a year

To improve round-the-clock also digital - and cnhancc aircraft from now. Wc expect a milestone
rcsponsivcncss of our tactical air availability to produce higher sortie decision in thc summer of 1984 and
forces, ASD is working on rates. aircraft entering the inventory in the
LANTIRN. This program will pro- Essential as these programs arc, early 1990s.
vidc existing F- 16 and A- 10 aircraft they are not adequate to meet the air- We arc also working on mobility
with low-altitude navigation and to-air needs of the 1990s. 0..r studies for global deployment capability in a
target-attack capability at night and indicate that a new air-superiority timely and well supported manner.
in poor weather. We are also consid- fighter is needed in the early 1990s to This requires adequate airlift capa-
ering derivatives of the F- 15 and F- 16 maintain our technological edge over bility to complement pre-position-
to determine possible benefits of the Soviets. As a result of analyses ing and naval shipping. Specifically,
reconfiguring either or both for dual- and the request for information IRFIP there are four tasks: deployment
role missions lair-to-air and air-to- (movement of the forces to the com-
surface). Assuming we could train bat areal, employment (movement

of forces within the theater, resup-
ply, and retrograde movement in-
eluding aerospace rescue and
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The F-15 Eagle (refueling in flight) and the F-16 Falcon,

recovery). lntcrtheater and intrathc- capable of lifting a substantial out- Tankers play an essential role in
ater airlift support all four of these sized payload over intercontinental extending the range and utility of our
tasks. ranges without refueling. The C- 17 primary airlifters. We are currently

To meet these mobility rcquire- is specifically designed to move corn- procuring the KC- 10 and installing
ments, ASD is involved in several bat equipment and cargo into austere new engines on the KC- 1. 3,. The
irocurement and R&D activities, airfields operating under contempo- KC- lI helps our strategic airlift ca-

By the mid-80s, for example, we rary threat conditions. It will be pability by refueling the primary
will have modified the wing of the equipped not only for in-flight refuel- lifters and carrying bulk and over-
C-S aircraft with main structures of ing, to increase both range and pay- sized cargo, The Mid-East conflict in
thicker, fracture-resistant materials, load, but also for airlifting combat 197.3 accentuated the need for airlilt
By the late 80s, we will have pro- forces and supporting equipment and long-distance capability and
cured 50 additional C-5s for rapid including combat-equipped troops, demonstrated our air-refueling
intertheater deployment of combat paratroops, litters, pallets, and 20- to shortfalls. The dependency of the
forces. 40-foot containers, as well as rolling C-S and C- 141 (n foreign bases dur-

The C- 17 will improve U.S. capa- stock. Currently, a low-level R&) ing that crisis dCmnstrated the need
hility to rapidly project, reinforce, effort is underway that should lead to for a long-range refueling capabilitv
and sustain forces used in interconti- a production decision in the mid-80s. to permit nonstop flight operations
nental deployment and intratheater to trouble spots around the world
employment. It will be a multi-en-
gine, turbo-fan, wide-hody aircraft
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(Tor) left, The C-1 7 transport (artist's rendering)
Jon rght The C-5A transport.
'Bottom left),The KC-10 tanker <
(Bottom right) The KC- 135 tanker
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strained to mulct thu long-rng air ,pucil opuramins. Using a niodifiud uusad hndvlp n rur
refuICling rCuLoIrcullL.nr of our stratc- Version of the Army's Illackhawk tUr anusthe ossiblc uand svstCm tg i c t o r u s .T h u c o s - c f c c t ~ - u s o l - n d s o m ul O f t h u f C a t uir cs f r o mn t h u iM c u t t h e i r t i c u ds . T h a t i s t h u c h a l -
tion is to ru-ungine thc KC-I1 35 with Navy-'s SA-60B Suahawk, the "ck cfu nmctn h uur-
a statc-(?l-the-art, high bypass GEM HH-601) helicopter will incluu inwmnt fore thu 1991k. rqure56 engince This will rcduce fLocI Conl- flightlrceuuling pylonsforrthdditional
sumlption, increase takeoff pcirzorm- ih eulnmosoadtoa
anc and safuty, and greatly inmprove
fIcI o)ff-load capabil ity 1w o)wuring
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Tactical C31 and Weapon Delivery
Norman R. Augustine
VICE-PRESIDENT, MARTIN MARIETTA,
PRESIDENT, DENVER AEROSPACE

fter a recent training exercise, States owns. That is symptomatic of Consider the force ratios of thethe Soviets lined up a few of the a major problem faced by the free U.S.S.R. /Warsaw Pact to the U.S./
tanks they had used and took mov- world. NATO. They are 2:1 or 3:1 in many
ies. There were more tanks visible in We should let go of some of our cases. Square that, assuming thethat film footage than the United traditional perspectives on C I and qualities are relatively equal, and the

generate some fresh thoughts. Spe- disparities are even more enormous.
cifically, we should look hard at the Given our numerical disadvan-
C'I used for target destruction and tage, what about the ability of our
make sure that targeting information forces to deliver ordnance on target?is highly accurate and very timely. We have made up for inaccuracy

Fast, accurate targeting C'I can with brute force. The Hiroshima
help offset our numerical disadvan- weapon was approximately 20-
rage. kilotons; at the peak of the Vietnam

Lanchester pointed out that force war we were delivering the equiva-
capability depends on two principal lent of seven Hiroshima weapons per
parametels: the capability, or kill month. In 'equivalent megaton-
probability of the force multiplied by nage", the measure used to calculate
the size of the force, except that the blast effectiveness, we were deliver-
size of the force is squared. T'he rcla- ing the equivalent of one quarter ofa uru tive importance of these factors then the Minuteman force each month.

Sis linear with quality, hut squared If we could deliver ordnance accu-Mr Augustine is Chairman of the Defense with quantity. This is very signifi- rately, results could be decisive,Scence Board and President of the cant in light of the numerical disad- especially if time is short. In war, theAssocation of the United States Army He vantage we face. While history has Russians expect to cover 30 to 60has served as Assistant Secretary of the not completely borne out Lanches- kilometers a day. At 30 kilometers aArmy for Research and Oevefooment ana ter's equation, quantity is certainly day, they would be at the Rhine inUnder Secretary of the Amy. AS Pres det
ofDenver AerosDace Mr Auusne n very important. seven days and in Paris in threeofDnveree aerosace oMrAtine weeks. Time will be of the essence.oversees an aerosoace olDeration with15,000 emoloyees at major locations in 4 What would happen if we could
states ard sales ,n excess of I bilon do[' irs make up for our inadequacies of
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.. .. , :. .- .In large campaigns, it is hard tofind attrition rates above a percent or

so. That is not too Surprising. But
virtual attrition can be every bit as
important as actual attrition in that
the offense controls attrition 1y ad-

' ljusting its objectives.
For example, in Southeast Asia our

gunships were destroving about 10

trucks per sortic. When defenses
improved so that we could not use
gunships, we used F-4s against

:,'' trucks; the F-4s got a quarter of a
truck per sortie. Assuming we never

11(,st an F-4, this is still a factor of 40
improvement from the enemy's
viewpoint. There are other examples
from that war to show that virtual
attrition can be much greater than
actual attrition.

What does all this have to do with

-" To paraphrase General of the

Army Omar N. Bradley, Congress
can make a military force but only

Lanchester predicts that quantity wil have a decive effect 0r 0 , -t t Histor c11 3 '% CI can make it a winner. If we are to
ever, indicates that whi quantity is important, there are 0 aso Otirler fictors a! Ork le outnumtbered, C'l can be the true

force multiplier for us.
weaponry through better ordnance craft of all the participants was lost Going back to Lanchcster, assume
effectiveness and by tying in the in 18 days. Decisive results indeed. that a blue force and a red force are
required command and control? It is not just tanks and vehicles each at 100 percent strength at the

The laser-guided bomb is an ex- that wind tIp stacked along the road; beginning of conflict. If the red force
tremely effective device. We saw the effectiveness of a force can also outnumbers the blue bya factor of 2,
some of that weaponry, both ground- be reduced without even destroying we square that factor and it is 4. As-
launched and air-launched, used in a the hardware. In that regard, I gath- sumc the forces are roughly equal
recent Arab-Israeli war. About one ered data for aircraft attrition as a qualitatively and we end up with the
third of the artillery, tanks, and air- function of the number of sorties in a red force having lost only 13 percent

campaign. of its force when blue is altogether
destroyed. The numbers are devas-
tating.
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work. It has nlany kinds ot sensors truly autonom1oLs weapons. When
QUant$ty which dump data into many lusio" launched in the area of a target, such

21,148 Infantrymen centers. The User is imbedded in this a weapon would go and find the tar-
1,291 XM-1 Tanks network and can plug in and get only get using its own sensors and its own
1,148 AH-1 S Helicopters that part of the information affecting data processing. I call that a brilliant

754 155mm SPHowitzers his area of the battle, weapon as compamd with a smart

674 A Helicopters If this is a good idea, why haven't weapon. We are close to being able to
624 Hawk Launchers we done it,' Because defending (7 [ is build such weapons today.

wt h Misines tough in budget battles and deciding

251 F-15Aircraft what to buy is also tough.
7 NuclearCruisers If we should spend all our money

1 NuclearAircraftCarrler on infantry, we would probably feel

with Aircraft that even though we would not have
an optimum force, a lot of the eneny

Each of these systems rn te cuant,t'y no, would be destroyed in a confronta-
cateo. cou ce acqurea anj ooera'ej fo tion. But if we should spend all our
$425 mihon per year, baseci or) fe CyCIC money on C ', everyone knows we
costs Planners must we,€l'. The' cjVant-Sy would not have al optitlulll force
of vir ou5 mixes of Dersornel irci Systems nor would we destroy any of the en-

emy. This is the frustration of justi-
Suppose we had a command and fying C 1, and we as a community

control system that permitted our have failed to quantify the payoff ....

blue force to be twice as efficient that C I can have. Anti-iam capabil- When we have such weapons, we
as the red force. What counts in Lan- ity has also failed in this category, will still not gain what we should
chester's equations are the force although I am encouraged by the from them because of our inability to
ratios at the decisive point of engage- attention anti-iam has received re- quickly close the time line. More
ment, not in total inventory. And cently. accurate delivery capability coupled
suppose we could get twice the per- Cl is made more difficult with the with a much more rapid time line
centage of our force to the point that trend toward a more diffused battle- will allow us to access a major part of
counts through better C . If we can field, where there are large numbers the target spectrum. But if we can
do this, we can reach parity, of units that must draw on external overcome many past limitations by

Simplistically, a C' system con- resources. This is particularly true doing these things - if the where-
sists of a sensor network, a commun- on the ground and in the air. withal is in our hands - why have
ications system to get data to a So, there is a critical interdepen- we not pushed ahead more rapidly?
central location, a data processing or denee when the person who acquires What are the pitfalls'
fusion capability, ability to dissemi- the data is separate from the one who We must not over specify and we
nate commands and targets, and the engages the target. must avoid the temptation, particu-
ability to deliver ordnance on top of Extremely accurate ordnance is larly in command and control, to
those targets. The sensor network I available today. Further technology
envision is a global, centralized net- developments may make it unneces-

sary to have a person in the target
vicinity. We may someday have

Norman R. Augustine/67
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take huge leaps at one time. We must We technologists get excited about mous quantities of data and we cannot risk the readiness of present sys- our microcircuits and the like, but buy good communications systemstems as we develop new capabilities, we must keep in mind the logistics if we choose. But we must close thatWe must maintain interoperability problems and think more about the loop - work the time line so thatthrough an evolutionary develop- user than we have in the past. within minutes or even seconds wement approach. Contractors should be able to get data to the person in the cockpitWe must keep a countermeasures spend as much time working on the or the one holding the lanyard. Andcapability. And bear in mind that the systems as we spend trying to defend that will have an enormous impactenemy is going to interfere with the budgets for those systems. on the effectiveness of our forces,what we are doing. The fact that If we can avoid these pitfalls, weequipment works well on test ranges are on the verge of being able to accu-is not very interesting. rately deliver ordnance. We have
data processors that can handle enor-
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Tactical C31 and the Acquisition Process
Maj. Gen. John T. Buck, USAF
DEPUTY FOR AIRBORNE WARNING AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS (AWACS),
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION,
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND

T he acquisition of C 'l is not a iAis must relate to resources.''
mystery or a black art (although Obviously, it is necessary to have

it may be closer to an art than to a enough people and enough money to
science). The process is complex, do the job. It is also important to
but three elements stand out above have the right combination of tech-
others: discipline, resources, and nical talents. It the job is bigger than
credibility, the available resources, onc must

Prior to my assignment to the have the courage to scale down or
AWACS, I was in charge of building a reorient the program.
hardened communications and con- Those involved in the acquisition
trol center at NATO SHAPE head- process must have credibility with
quarters. When I joined AWACS, it one another. The NATO AWACS is
did not surprise me that the same an example of a credible program.
kind of technical discipline needed That credibility is the result of sonsi-
to acquire reinforced concrete, or tivity: to constraints, to interna-
power and cooling, applies as well to tional cultural differences, and to
the acquisition of communications General Buck assumed his present duties in different management techniques.
and computer equipment. Clearly May 1980. He supervises the development The NATO AWACS is the first time
defined objectives and requirements andacquisitionof anairborne command we have hada joint ownership yen-
are imperative, and control system equipped with radar, ture with our allies. The intcrna-We need to prioritize our efforts, computers, displays and communications to

direct aircraft against ground and air targets tional crew of the AWACS will give
and not average them. This can lead Recent experience since 1976 includes us credibility benefits long into the
to some difficult choices, but it is Deputy for Control and Communications future.
very important. Setting priorities Systems, ESD, and Chief of the Special Thus, these three elements -
requires discipline from both the Projects Office, Supreme Headquarters discipline, resources, and credibility
user and the developer. Allied Powers Europe - arc very important to any acquisi-

The user and the developer must t ion program.
also apply discipline to the budget. Interoperability is too often just a
As Ambassador Komer has said, buzzword. Accomplishing it requires

budget control at a high level of man-
agement. Without budget control,
interoperability is very difficult.
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Central budget control
would help reduce inter-
service competition for pro-
gram funding, and thus
should enhance interoper-
ability.

Legislating interoperability tends to The developers, on the other hand, requirement for an interim HAVE
put an unfunded requirement in often complain that the users give QUICK. That was done in three
competition with an existing pro- them specific design requirements weeks, tor exactly the same reason.
gram for a service's funds, which arc rather than performance require- Another good case in point is the
often scarce. This tends to be ve-ry ments, do not prioritize their efforts, Surveillance and Display Interlace
disruptive. The process of interoper- or support getting funds,. The devel- System. That project worked very
ability requires compromise. One opers must help the users Coeneepto- well because the user was specific
agency's attempt to intimidate oth- alizc the program, and the users and abo ut what the equipment should
ers is not a sound way to achieve the developers must jointly find do, because we jointly solidilied the
interoperability. direction and funding. design parameters - we sorted out

In any acquisition, and perhaps We have had some successes. On what wa-, necessary from what was
especially in C1 I, the perceptions the the AWACS, we had a requirement nice - and because the design was
users and the developers have of one for a SATCOM link that was sat is- lelt to the developers.
another are telling. The users gener- fied in less than 1) days. It was done In summary, it is not easy to ac-
ally assume that if they have a prob- that quickly because we had the qUire ( I, but it is important that wc
lem, the developers will throw right priority in our program man- do it right.
money at it. The users also seem to agemtent directive. There was also a
think that the developers have a
tendency to overdesign. They arc
insensitive to user problems.
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C31 and the Rapid Deployment Force
Lt. Gen. Robert C. Kingston, USA
COMMA ND ER,
RAPID DEPLOYMENT JOINT TASK FORCE

The mission of the Rapid Deploy- concurrence and direction of the from Africa tor the aerospace indus-
ment Joint Task Force (RDJTFI is National Command Authority. try, hut Western Europe's depend-

to deter aggression in Northeast The Rapid Deployment Joint Task ency is far more serious. This grow-
Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, and Force was established in 1980 as a ing importance of Southwest Asia to
parts of Southwest Asia, and to help four-service force operating under a the U.S., to our allies, and to the
area nations resist aggression. Entry single commander. A year ago, it third world is the chief reason that a
of RDJTF forces, however, will occur was designated a separate joint task new unified command is to be
only by invitation from a nation or force, and in January 198.3, it will be formed and assigned responsibility
nations in the region and with the redesignated a separate unified corn- for all U.S. military activity in the

mand with its own geographic re- region. This command can focus on
sponsibilities, service components, this key area and not be distracted by
and operational forces, still retaining other U.S. interests in Europe and
its joint capability for worldwide the Pacific.
employment. The RDJTF was formed to counter

While I am greatly interested in increased Soviet interest in the re-
developments to improve our ClI gion and in reaction to recent shifts
capability, it is in today's C I context in the power balance, especially after
that I must plan, deploy forces, and the revolution in Iran and the Soviet
possibly fight. As commander of the invasion of Afghanistan.
RI)TTF, I focus mly communications In appraising the RDITF's role in
capabilities on gothcring intelligence Southwest Asia, the challenge is
and disseminating orders for corn- increasingly clear. The force must be
mand and control of forces in pre- able to rapidly project substantial
deployment, deployment, and power into a region devoid of U.S.
employment, including combat. military presence, a region that has

General Kingston assumed his present One key issue in Southwest Asia very limited access to strategic corn-
duties in July 1981. Recent experience since today is to insure uninterrupted munications, that lacks roads, ports,
July 1977 includes Commander, 2nd Infantry Western access to the region's oil storage areas, runways, telccommu-
Division, Camp Casey, Korea and Chief of resources. We in the U.S. certainly nications, and that will offer little or
Staff, United Nations Command, United rely on Arabian oiI; however, our
States Forces, Korea.reyoAriaol;hwvou Western European, Japanese, and

Korean allies depend on oil from the
region even more heavily than we
do. The U.S. also relies on metals
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no supplies in place prior to the pos-
sible closing of sea lines of commu-
nication. Air - 7,000 Miles

Despite these shortcomings, the to tle110 MiNtEil

potential forces at my disposal arc
significant. Army forces would in- Sea - 8,100 Miles
clude the XVII! Airborne Corps
Headquarters, an airborne division,
an air assault division, a mechanized
infantry division, an air cavalry bri-
gade, various ranger units, and com -
bat service support organizations.
The commander of the 9th Air Force,
my air component commander, has
an array of aircraft for defense, inter-
diction, and close air support of
ground forces; strategic bombers,
reconnaissance tankers, and airlift Sea -12,000 Miles
aircraft are also ready. My Marine
forces would consist of a marine
amphibious force, plus a highly mo-
bile marine amphibious brigade.
Supporting naval forces include Canal, our sea lines of comnmunica- mand and control over forces de-
three carrier battle groups, an am- tion will be over 8 100i miles from the ploycd across a large geographical
phibious ready group, surface action East Coast. area, and to sustain that force logis-
groups, and antisubmarine warfare Once reached, the potential area of tically.
patrol squadrons. Special operations operation is much larger than the Relating this to C I, the challenge
forces of all the services would also entire U.S. During planning, we is to establish and maintain strategic
be available, often have to remind ourselves of the communications upward, necessary

A full-scale RDITF deployment extraordinary distances with which linkages laterally, and tactical com-
could involve as many as 230,000 we must cope. For example, in Iran, munications downward. Strategic
soldiers, sailors, airmen, and ma- the distance from Maku to Kuhak is connectivity in the region is limited
rines. Of course, the first maior hut- the same as between Paris and Istan- today. The backbone of the Defense
die is to get there - rapidly. The bul or Frankfurt and Moscow. Communications System cannot be
Persian Gulf is some 7000 air miles Mission success will depend di- directly accessed except by satellite
from the East Coast of the U.S. and rectly on our ability to quickly de-
12,000 sea miles around the Cape of ploy a sizable force, to promptly
Good Hope. Even if we use the Suez receive, process, and use intelligence

from national, strategic, and tactical
sources, to exercise effective con-
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or HF over long distances. The 2. Establish reliable, survivable, puter-to-computer transfer and high-
FLTSAT and DSCS I1 systems sup- secure, high-volume voice and data quality secure voice circuits for
port this need for all the services, linkage with major subordinate real-time passing of the most urgent
DSCS III, the follow-on satellite, headquarters, adjacent U.S. embas- traffic.
will soon be launched with a new sies, host governments and, if appro- At present we have several short-
booster. The HF programs, however, priate, host and allied military falls in our Cl' capability. One in-
especially in the anti-jamming headquarters and components. volvcs the collection of intelligence
arena, need better interoperability. 3. Be able to reliably and rapidly information. Prior to deployment,
At present, limited HF links must access national and tactical intelli- during increased intelligence warn-
transmit beyond optimum distances gcnce systems, including sensitive ing, watch, and movement prep-
to reach DCA entry points and are compartmented sources. arations, I have sufficient C'I con-
subject to frequent atmospheric in- 4. Have command and control air- nectivity between my headquarters
terruptions. craft available to transport me and at Macl)ill AFB, Florida, and my

Nor is the tactical situation any my staff to the operating area while component force headquarters, other
better. Most current military com- maintaining secure and reliable con- supporting agencies, and the Na-
munications equipment is old, of tact with all headquarters. tional Command Authority. Once
limited reliability, and in short sup- Communications equipment in deployment is initiated, however,
ply. The area, moreover, is almost the C 1 area must be compact, air we must promptly move intelligence
devoid of commercial local and long- transportable by C- 141, tactically sensors and supporting communica-
line voice and teletype circuits; cven mobile, and able to operate reliably t ions systems forward to establish
what exists is of very limited value, under extreme conditions of beat, critical strategic intelligence links in

In short, the lack of adequate and unstable power sources, and sus- the theater, and to begin the collec-
sophisticated host nation infrastruc- tained penetration by dirt, dust, and tion of tactical information neces-
ture will require us to carry all re- sand. The C 1I communications sys- sary for effective force employment.
quired communications with us, and tem must also meet high technical To serve this need, the deployable
to erect, establish, maintain, and standards for reliability, and transfer intelligence data handling system
operate critical strategic, tactical C I large volumes of voice, message, and will soon come into inventory. This
communications links, perhaps at data traffic serving logistics, person- system will rapidly process all cate-
the same time we are conducting nel, medical, and related combat gories of intelligence and provide
combat operations. To overcome support. It must quickly and reliably intelligence analysts with field ADP
these deficiencies, the RDJTF CI transfer high-quality imagery, map capabilities.
system must: overlays, and data collected from We also need large-volume quality
1. Provide reliable, survivable, se- modern reconnaissance sensors and communications links within and
cure, high-volume, jam-free voice digital data bases requiring com- outside the theater. TRI-TAC trans-
and data handling linkage with Na- mission and switching equipment,
tional Command Authorities, the when available, will largely solve the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and adjacent problem. We need upgraded com-
supporting unified commands. mand and control during deploy-

ment, since most forces will begin to
move from CONUS by air within the
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first few hours of the decision to go. I primarily for intelligence updates, 3. A deployable WWMCCS module,
and my battle staff need an improved and I also need improved satellite to bring together into one system the
capability while airborne for main- communications, diverse sources of intelligence and
taining close contact with national On first arriving in the theater, our logistics, plus command and control,
authorities and the JCS, to receive communications capacity will be for more rapid decision-making ard1L
current intelligence, to monitor the limited during a most critical time: dissemination of orders.
force flow, and to plan and imple- the buildup of combat power. Sev- 4. Extension of thc l)CS comnIuni-
ment any changes or modifications eral new developments are on the cations backbone into Southwest

horizon to improve C 'I during initial Asia. Three I)CS nodes in the theater
operations: are absolutely critical to handle ini-
1. Secure, jam-resistant, high- tial C 1 demands as well as cope with
capacity mobile satellite and high- the high volume of cross-theater
frequency radio terminals to secure communicat ions controlling the

S. uninterrupted linkage among head- forces deployed over that large gco-
quarters, RDITF components, and graphical area.
major theater force units. Each piece of C l developed must
2. The TRI-TAC communications be part of a synergistic whole. Our
sliable com- goals are not realized through frag-:. ,?: ? .g,. systems, to give morereibecmar

munications support, with the added mented individual buys, but through
. .benefits of digital systems. We need carefully planning the integration of

the TRI-TAC tropospheric scatter C I assets. Only through this kind of
system to increase reliability and hardheaded approach to C I can we

while en route. Thanks to the Strate- extend our range. We need TRI-TAC protect our national interests and the
gic Air Command, I have had the use message switches to automate the interests of our allies.
of an EC-135 aircraft with most of manpower-intensive record ITTYI
this capability but I need improved communications network. These
data handling equipment onboard, and other TRI-TAC assets will im-

prove our ability to support C 'I and
logistics needs.
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Satisfying C31 Requirements for Deployed Air Forces
Maj. Gen. Robert A. Rosenberg, USAF
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF,
STUDIES AND ANALYSES,
HEADQUARTERS USAF

roperly integrated, C I is the of these, however, also examined
g1lIe that binds our armed forces C 1, so rather than discount them for

together. There are two aspects to their limited-focus approach, I have

consider regarding the C I needed to reviewed them for ClI lessons to be
deploy tactical air forces: the chal- learned pertinent to an RI)JTF.
lenge and the fix. Three recurring problems emerge

First, the challenge. Many of us from these studies that could affect
have been involved in theater-level the deployed forces: the difficulty
defense planning since the end of the of integrating intelligence with
Vietnam cornflict. We have focused command, control, and comITiunica-
our activities on the central Euro- tions; survivability; and the neces-
pean theater: specifically, the Fifth sity for secure iam-resistant
and Seventh Corps areas. The revo- communications. No matter what
lution in Iran and the Soviet invasion theater we are in, installing HAVE
of Afghanistan have since stimulated QUICK and then the next generation
a broadening of our focus to include of anti-iam communications is abso-
conflicts in other parts of the world. lutely essential. General Rosenberg assumed his present
Formation of the Rapid Deployment Another important lesson is that member of the National Security Councl

loint Task Force (RDITFI has caused C 'I must become relevant to the Staff, The White House, serving as Policy
us to totally rtexamine our approach battle. It is not an end to a means, Advisor to the Assistant to the President for
to war-fighting. but a means to an end. The red-blue National Security Affairs He also served as

Studies and analyses of the Air imbalance shows that, over the past Deputy Director and then Acting Director of
Force, and of the rest of the defense ten years, the Soviets have outspent the Office of Space Systems, Office of the

community, are flawed by a limited- us by $600 billion. In 1981 alone, the Secretary of the Air Force

focus approach. Many Air Force the- gap was $80 billion. They have 140(10
ater-force studies involved only ICBMs to our l000; they have almost
central European deployment. Many 10(0) deployed SLBM tubes to our

less than 600; and, regardless of the
arguments concerning the range of
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the backfire bomber, their bomber It is interesting to watch a simu- the RI)ITF will have to haul its C I
force today is equivalent to ours in lated war-game exercise in the cen- along with it.
number of aircraft. They outnumber tral region of Europe when the When applying design criteria to a
us five to one in tanks, two to one in communications circuits arc re- piece of equipment in an established
fighter planes, over twenty to one in moved to simulate loss or destruc- theater, mohility often has a low
anti-tank weapons per tank, and over tion. The German Post Office priority. Since fixed sitcs and hard-
six to one in artillery and multiple telephone system is used to contact cned shelters arc used to house this
rocket launchers. another command center when the equipment, there artc few constraints

And we cannot rely too heavily on primary military lines are down.
American technological superiority; This system is equivalent to our own - .- '
that superiority is not a birthright. telephone system, and, compared to
The Soviets are graduating 2,0,,(OO most other European telephone sys-

engineers each year to our -0,OOO. terns, it is quite reliable. Since it
Also, they specialize in reverse cngi- exists and is considered available in
neering; they steal us blind and then times of wvar, it is a reasonable and
build copies. v~ible backup svstemn. In most estab-

I do not propose to match them lished theaters, a national communi-
one-for-one. That would cost too cation infrastructure often serves as
much. But we can and must make one of the redundant elements of a
C I relevant to the battle. We must C 'I chain. Unfortunately, we cannot -'. "
take advantage of the force-multi- rely on fixed-theater systems to sup-.

plier effect that C ' ,n give our port an RDITF - a real problem.
weapons systems. -1 '---y, we can The infrastructure in established On equipmCnt sie, wceight, or dti-
invest a lot less and do a octter job. theaters also simplifies the Cl 'mI - ability.

There are significant differences bility problem bCcaUse of the road A deplohblc force tact,, a dit.rcn
between a fixed-theater operation networks, available commercial problem. Not only does c.Iluipnmcnt
and a deployment si ,ation. Since transportation, and other assets that have to be nobilc, but it must alsim be
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, can be adapted tor military use in the transportable. To illustratc the scri-
we have focused on Southwest Asia. event ot a conflict, Regions where oUsns, of the transportability
But the Soviets may find a similar RI)JTF employment is possible often criterion, I recently did a \%eight-
opportunity in southern Africa as lack this sophisticated infrastruc- effectiveness analysis ol i sa s'stcl
well. Therefore, it is important that ture. This is very important because instead of the traditional cost-cffec-
we do not build a C I architecture tor tivcness analysis. This analysis sc-
an RI)-I'F that is only good for South- lected the most effective system
west Asia. based on the airlift required to get it

into the theater. Equipment that can
only be stCalitcd will be of little
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value in a short-term conflict unles, w\)rld dynalics call change to t he mL/llitv is concerned with its (iWO
it is pre-positioncd. And even atter extent that our sy'stem requiremlents, prorans and is often reluctant to get
we get into the theater, there is a are dramaticallv altered before deliv- involved. So, it fall Is to the theater
high probability that we will have to crv. We mst addres,, thi,, problem. commander to try to pull these dic-
continue to move the equipmenlt. Now for the ''fix.- Earlier I said ments hack together at the opera-

In some areas of central Europe, that (7 I Illst beo)me relevant to the tional level. For all the elements to
there are 200 usable airfields within battle. ( )ne possible so0tiion would be effectivC, they most be totallV
a radius of 150 nautical miles. The be to rcorganize the defense depart- integrated. This will be critical be-
same I 0-nautical-mile circle in menil, adding another servicC for (7 I. cause the deployed forces will have
Southwest Asia may onl\ encompass The individual serviccs are simply limited resourcC and will have to
one-tenth the numher of bases. This not poutt ing their resources x'here apply their limited firepower to the
lack of density poses some serious they inst. Howecr, it is leadership wide range of targets in the array.
operational capability, control, and and not reorganiza-lon that makes Ill spite Of the complexity and o,(I-
communications problems. Becausc things happen. So, centralizing C I is phistication of (7 I, our needs ate
of the distances between bed-down not the answer - we do not llced drive n1, 'e somie very simple con-
Ications, we must provide relays another corps of elitists. Instead, we cepts. According to Air Force doe-
and redundancy, which will drive need to integrate (7 I with the opera- trine, we strive for three important
equipment requirements upward. tional commander's needs, because principles centralized control, de-
With a constrained airlift capahility, if deterrence fails, we will need ira- centralized execution, and coordi-
this may he critical . Without rele- proved CEP, more hombs on the nated effort, reflecting common
vant (71, we may find it difficult to right target, less attrition, and thor- doctrines and cooperation.
engage the enemy, to maneuver in oUghly integiatCd (71. We Must stop The recent Falkland Islands con-
the time required, and to sustain a treating C l as if it were some special flict reinforces the applicahility of
large force, element of the defense department, the three principles. After the politi-

We must be concerned about the We must he able to direct the weap- cal decision to reestablish Brit ish
time it takes to provide hardware ons to the right target by using real- control was made, the chief of the
solutions. Time reqtiirements are tnie intelligence through a real-time British defense staff co¢nvCyed to the
driven by threats. We must consider C I system that is not overcrowded, commander of the task force the
the threats in the intended area of At various levels, from planning clear operational direI lives i which
operation when we develop mission and procurement through the exeCe- to base his plans and . ,rions. While
requirements for deploying forces. tion level, the command planners asserting centralized control through
For example, ;ncc Southwest Asia are pushing the organization in one clear, unequivo eal, politically ap-
covers such a large area, we must use direction, the builders of our control proved rules of engagement, the
systems that provide not only a wide ADP pushing in another direct)ion,
view of the theater but also a more and co)mmTunicators in vet a third. At
narrow-scope focus tom engage the the same tine, the intelligence coin-
enemy effectively. One problem is
that during the extended acquisition
cycles that we experience today,
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British deliberately made those rules ally we will reach a point where re- can he changed, and we must make

as broad as possible to give the local turn on the dollar becomes marginal. it responsive enough to world dy-

commander maximum operational in fact, it may drive the cost to the namics so that we can field appropri-

flexibility, in other words, to allow point where the project is killed in ate systems when they are needed,

decentralized execution. This was Washington. not years later. We have an opportu-

rot a war where the man in the fox- This does not negate the need for nity to break a mold, to shorten the

hole was directed from Whitehall. sophisticated, advanced technology cycle from identification of require-

There is a lesson here - we should systems. In many cases, sophisti- ments to fielding of eqiipment. This

resist the temptation to overcontrol may involve looking more closely at

our deployed forces simply because stringent mil-spec requirements and

we have the worldwide communica- the seemingly endless review pro-

tions ability to do it. 
cess. Developers must look at off-

At the other end of the spectrum, n many caSfS, the-shelf items that will accomplish

the famous World War I German sophisticated$ystems the mission, not persuade the cus-

fighter ace Baron von Richtoven are the MWt tomer to spend three or four more

believed that a f ighter pilot should be years to hobbyshop a better device.
belivedtha a igher ilotshold c C ' JV In conclusion, I have three ideas

allowed to rove in the area allotted to

him in any way he liked, and when SOtution, for further consideration. First, we

he spotted an enemy, to attack and cannot afford the traditional ap-

shoot him down - anything else was proach to systems acquisition to

rubbish. Such an approach to warfare equip the RIITF. We cannot plan to

is certainly in agreement with our avoid war until systems are ready.

second principle of decentralized cated systems are the most cost- To deter war, we need these systems

execution, but might once in a while effective solution. But we must now.

violate centralized control and coot- evaluate each system in view of its Second. integration of C I compo-

dinated effort, desired contribution to the overall nents is critical for forces in any

We must not lose sight of the reali- mission requirement, and then wc theater, but especially for resource-

tics of cost. We must avoid reaching must get on with building it. limited forces deploying to newly

for ever-increasing operational capa- There is a mistaken consensus established theaters.

bility at ever-increasing cost, if we that our acquisition process is cur- Third, we must put defense spend-

want to field acceptable capability. bersome and difficult to change. It ing in perspective. Some suggest we

The key word is 'field." If we con- develop cheaper weapons and turn

tinue to strive for ever-increasing 
our attention to the other needs of

capability in system design, eventu- our economy and our society. In
1960 we spent the same amount of
money on defense and on non-dc-
fcnsc government spending. In 1982,
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we will spend three time% as Much fense. Last year alone, Anmericans, stratcgic torces. I do not proposec that

on non-defense spending. In 1960, poured 2; billion qIUarters into Pac- we have less recreation in Amecrica. I

we spent three times as much on Man machine,,. Since I9 96, we, have mecrchk Suggest that as a nation we

defense spending as we did on na- annually spent more tor b~ooze than put our defense spending in perspec-

tional recreation. In 1982, our cx- onl the whole U.S. Air Force buLdget. liVe and do something ab~out it.

penses for national recreation have Last year we, spc~nt tw,%o and onc-hialf

almost caught up with those for dc- times, more tor toys, and sports equip-
menit than we did for our Air Force
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A European View of Coalition Defense
Lord Zuckerman
FORMER CHIEF SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR
TO THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT

A t the 1961 annual SHAPEX additional armament in field war- I shall return to the question of
meeting of the military corn- fare. My address was subsequently judgment later. I first want to talk

manders of the Western Alliance, published in Foreign Affairs with the about the human aspects of C.
I challenged the NATO doctrine that authorization of the Prime Minister, C l is vital at all levels of operation.
nuclear weapons could be used as an to the title, "Judgment and Control All military authority depends on it.

in Modern Warfare." I feel that judg- Yet, targets are not determined by
ment is the element we have not C 1, but by people. Also, no matter
adequately discussed at this sympo- how good any component piece of a
sium. system, it is the whole system that

In the article, I addressed myself to must work. And a whole C 1 system
three main propositions. The first certainly includes people.
was: the more that weapons systems While C I is basic to operational
rely on technology, the less flexible activities, there must be rules of
they become, and the less are they engagement. We know that field
fruits of military thinking, commanders often resent interfer-

My second proposition was that ence from above, and that they do
battles and wars are not necessarily not necessarily carry out their or-
won by matching unit powers of ders. I say this from experience.
destruction, or by having a few more The argument about the use of the
units of destruction than one's en- strategic air forces in World War II
emy. is one example. Eisenhower, as Su-

As chief scientific advisor, Lord Zuckerman My third was that the more vast prcme Commander, won his case to
engaged in international nuclear test ban and heterogeneous and scattered an get them under his control in 1944,
negotiations and also in implementation of organization becomnes, and the more but he never really got what he
the Kennedy/Macmillan Nassau Pact, under complicated its component parts, wanted. General Spaatz knew how
the terms of which the emphasis of the the more difficult it is for the organi- to get his own way. And so did
British Defense Program shifted from air zation to control and concentrate its Bomber Harris.missiles to nuclear subs. Lord Zuckerman many activities to a single purpose.
was knighted in 1956, and when he retired
in 1971 as chief scientific advisor, he was This difficulty ultimately limits the

given a lifetime peerage in recognition of practical use of good judgment.
extraordinary ser. ,ce rendered during the
three previous decades. He continues to
write and lecture on the nuclear arms race. M ,,
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There can also be a Nelsonian the total disruption of life that would Czechoslovakia. Would they not be
'blind eye' at lower echelons. I re- occur in a nuclear conflict in a coun- strategic?
member when the Germans fled try thc sizc of the United Kingdom. The SS-20, which is referred to as a
from the Normandy area and left I was not at the Bermuda meeting theater weapon, the most ridiculous
garrisons in some of the channel between Eisenhower and Macmillan term that has ever bccn brought into
ports and Bay of Biscay town.;. A when the United Kingdom e per- the nuclear dictionary, cannot reach
Canadian division had been given mission for U.S. atmospheric tests to the U.S., but could wipe out any
the privilege of redressing the hor- he conducted on Christmas Island. European city. Is that a tactical
rors of the earlier Dieppe raid by tak- Our chief nuclear expert, Penney,
ing the town. A bomber force had was there. Prime Minister Macmil-
been sent out to bomb the hell out of lan got rather bored with the discus-
the place. But it so happened that the sions and presentations, and asked
Germans in Dieppe surrendered, and for a break. Eisenhower said, "But
we stood there wondering whether we haven't yet heard from your cx-
the orders would get through to stop pert." So Penney was asked by Mac-
the bombers. Not until the bombers millan to tell the President how
landed were we certain that the order many strikes on the United Kingdom
had gotten through and no one had would finish her forever. Macmillan
decided to do something on his own. likes to tell this story because Pen-

The better the collecting and dis- ney replied, "Well, say six. Make it
seminating machine we have, the nine to be on the safe side. Now can
less time there is for human judg- I have a gin and tonic,"'
ment to be exercised at the top. C 'I is That is a European perspective. It weapon? Theater weapon? Strategic
not the entire formula. It ought to be would take very little to knock out weapon, There is nothing to prevent
C 11, with I for judgment. There is a any European country. So what, one the U.S.S.R. from targeting one of
vital divide between conventional may ask, is a tactical nu.clcar wea- their intercontinental missiles on a
and nuclear C 'I; one can afford some pon? This session is intended to deal European capital, and no doubt they
defects in C'I as it applies in a con- with tactical, not strategic issues, have. I can assure you that Europe
ventional environment, but not in a but surely what is strategic to the and the U.S. have very different
nuclear one. U.S. is not necessarily strategic to viewpoints when discussing inter-

McGeorge Bundy was right when the U.S.S.R. or to any one of the Eu- mediate range missiles.
he said that there is a much more ropean members of NATO, or to the The military view in Europe is that
acute perception in Europe of what a U.S.S.R. 's Warsaw Pact partners. A it would be impossible, whatever the
nuclear war would mean than ap- few so-called battlefield tactical nu- technical merits of C 'I, to prevent
pears to be the case in the United clear weapons could utterly devas-
States. Every study since the 1955 tate Holland, Belgium, Denmark or
British Government White Paper on
Defense spells out the stark reality of
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any nuclear exchange from escalat- I very nearly telephoned him after- Let me say now, as an European,
ing. There can be no assurance that it wards to ask whether hc wanted to that insofar as coalition strategy is
would not. We could not, therefore, be court-martialed. Because if Mac- important for the United States, the
advise our political leaders to take millan, who would have been the U.S. needs to be careful. A coalition
the chance of initiating the use of one to give the order, had said, "You that carries the risk of nuclear war
nuclear weapons without making it press the button," he would clearly must have unity of purpose. We
clear that the result would very have had to do it. would be deluding ourselves not to
likely be disaster on both sides. This brings me to what prime min- recognize the increasing strains in

Almost every Chief of the Defense isters and presidents have to do in the Western Alliance. There have
Staff in the United Kingdom has said the final analysis. It is alleged that in been strains before; they are increas-
publicly that it is impossible to con- the Falklands crisis our Foreign Of- ing now.
ceive of a nuclear exchange that fice - we do not know the whole The Nassau agreement was the
would not escalate. story yet - interpreted everything in occasion when President Kennedy

No one in Europe wants a nuclear the light of the past. That is what was persuaded to provide the United
war. Europe does not want a conven- matters about intelligence - inter- Kingdom with Polaris missiles. One
tional war which might trigger a pretation. That is where judgment, result was the first and most decisive
nuclear war. Nuclear weapons can and prejudice, come in. rift in the Alliance. The agreement
deter, they do deter, but they cannot There are always disputes about between the U.S.A. and the U.K. was
defend. We cannot fight with them. intelligence, and there are disputes the cause of France breaking away.

But because nuclear weapons cx- about strategy. There are important We have all heard about the Green
ist, we must have rules of engage- differences of view today. The U.S. is movement in Europe. But do you
ment. That is where the danger the biggest collecting intelligence know that it is now the official pol-
comes in. What reality do rules of agency in the world. Who judges the icy of the opposition party in the
engagement have in an environment intelligence gathered in Europe? Is United Kingdom to get rid of nuclear
of nuclear weaponry? Europe always to rely on those in the weapons, rhere is also a big and

It is said that at a meeting of the U.S. who distill this enormous mass growing movement to turn Scan-
British Defense Committee when of material and who pass it on to the dinavia into a nuclear-free zone,
Macmillan was Prime Minister, one White House, and then on to your dangerous because it could break
of our Chiefs of Staff said to him in a Western allies? NATO.
very nice voice, "But, Prime Minis- Nationally, within countries, There are also strains because of
ter, we know you would never press there are differences of view about the U.S. arm-twisting her European
the button." The answer: "No." major issues. Books would not be allies on trade. Europe is going ahead

The other day on television, one of written about strategy if everyone with the gas pipeline. West Ger-
our more recent Chiefs of Defense, agreed. Internationally, there are many's new Chancellor, Helmut
Field Marshal Lord Carver, was greater differences. Kohl, has also made it quite plain
asked the same question at the end of that he will continue with the policy
an hour's program: "Field Marshal,
would you press the button?" And he
said, "No, no, nor would Macmillan
have done."
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in December, 1962, President John Kennedy met in Nassau with Prime Minister Harold Macm~lan of Great Britain. The U.S. allowed Britain to
purchase the Polaris submarine, which was a major factor in France withdrawing fromn military oarticipation in NATO.
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of detente with the U.S.S.R. and to They do not share equally in the to save the world economy, we werc
increase trade with the Warsaw Pact dissemination of intelligence. I be- to undertake non-democratic mca-
countries. Europe is likely to go its lieve the United States exchanges surcs? Mr. Hyland also focused on
own way in these matters. more with the United Kingdom than the uncertainty that will result from

Furthermore, Europe is not one it does with most other members of the change in the Soviet leadership
entity with a single interest. France NATO. Nor are the allies of the U.S. and on the decline in the Soviet econ-
has its own strategy. The UK has its equal in the freedom and exercise of omy. I believe the Soviet economy is
own problems - nationalist move- their judgment. still growing at the rate of about
ments still exist in Wales, Scotland When I was recently in Scandina-
and, alas, Ulster. And so on. via, I said to Norway's Chief of Staff,

Europe is suffering terribly from 'But you agreed to Britain buying
unemployment, disinvestment, the Trident missile, regardless of the
noninvestment, the feeling that protest of your people." And he re- e Il !.C
there is no future for the young. This plied, 'What do you mean we d ino -..
picture is beginning to apply through- agreed? What else could we do?" And not to recognize the
out Western Europe. We also have he went on, "When we go to Wash-
our differences. We take advantage ington and go up the steps to the increasing strains in
of each other within Europe, but we Pentagon, we are brainwashed the Western Alliance.
are becoming united in the wish to straightaway."
avoid war and confrontation, espc- The UK's special relationship with
cially nuclear war. the U.S. is often resented in Western

It would be the height of folly not Europe. As I have said, the Nassau
to realize that these social and eco- agreement, which allowed the U.K. three percent; the United Kingdom
nomic problems are more important to buy the Polaris missile, really is down to zero percent.
to the average European than any broke the cohesion of the West. Pres- The United States has always been
feelings he may have about the Rus- ident Kennedy and Bob MeNamara the dominant member of the Alli-
sian threat. were right to fear that might happen, ance. Holding together the Alliance,

If what has been called here coali- but they were not skillful enough to and dealing with the tripwires
tion strategy is important to the stand up to Macmillan. within it, was a matter of very great
U.S., then the treatment of your I doubt, too, that Europeans will concern to General Norstad, the
allies must be seen to be sympathetic share the view stated here by Mr. SACEUR of twenty years ago. I wrote
even when one recognizes that all of Hyland when he said ''The U.S.S.R. then that the General's successors
the allies cannot be treated equally, surrendered all claims to legitimacy would have even more severe prob-

The NATO Air Forces in Europe when Poland rebelled." Would we in lems holding the Alliance together
have to piece together disparate na- the democratic West surrender our
tional forces, with the help of com- claims to legitimacy if, in an attempt
mand, control, communications and
intelligence. U.S. allies are not in-
volved in this as equal partners.
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than he was experiencing. It has Helmut Schmidt recently said that those 7 ,()()) mcaninglcss battlefield
proved even harder than I thought. while the unification of Germany warheads. And let us remember that

One final reference to strategy: remains a main goal in the policy of nu, clear weapons deter, but they do
strategy must have a purpose. War is West Germany, it would have to he not and cannot defend.
not an end in itself. Clausewitz said left in abeyance if it carried the I shall end with a quotation from
that war is a continuation of political threat of war. Winston Churchill's hook, Mv Early
discourse - not, as is usually mis- I hope very much that the current Years. He said, 'The statesman who
quoted "by other means" - but talks about reductions of nuclear yields to war fever must realize that
'with the addition of other means", weapons succeed. I hope the MBFR once the signal is given, he is no
the assumption being that at the end talks take on new meaning in the longer the maker of policy but the
of a war, a causus belli would have context of the present political situa- slave of unforeseeable and uncon-
been dealt with. Nuclear hostilities tion. Let there be action first where it trollable events. Always rcmem-
would solve nothing. Whatever their is simple, that is, let us thin out her,'' he went on to say, ''however
cause, the end would be destruction sure you are that y'ou can easily win,
on a scale which would make the that there would not be a war if the
cause totally irrelevant, other man did not think that he also

had a chance.'' Mr. Churchill said
this before the emergence of the nu-
clear weapon. Today, neither side
would stand a chance.
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A European Perspective on the NATO Alliance
Rear Adm. Bjorn Bruland, Norway
MILITARY ADVISOR TO MUTUAL AND BALANCED
FORCE REDUCTIONS MBFR TALKS VIENNA

maicPhiladelphia having its of thilr Easicrn1 ;11lic , and to dcal
o wn Army', Navy, and Air Force with NA 10 and Ithc %Nrl 0I on ILa11.

the free world's problenms in South- ItIIIC l h talso CII1
west Asia and the Pacific. ELI)opc. Inl thcir \%cll-organlizcd

When vou discuss NATO, youl Propagandal, thcv use Uverv oppm Ill11
Must remember that sonic U.S. cit- niit% to try to split thc NATO allics,
ics arc in fact bigger than some anld to wcakcni the W ctn dictcrsc
NATO nations. This proccss mnay take time, bilt t h

And mnany of your Europcan all Iics, Eastcrn coUntrics, arc always Wi11111g
thc smallcr nations in part IC ular, to Itt thlc t ime tact or wvork 1or tIICIm
facc problemis sorncw hatt differcnt As lg as thc NKI 0allianlci is

from your own. I hopc that U.S. uf fccttvc and thc U.S. guarantucvt
policy makers will not gct discouir- Rear Admral Brulanol Norway i thlt Westurn dl(cclsc Is CruhcJ11,
aged by frank discuIssions and diffcr- eoucated at the Nonrseq anr Na, l4c Moscow\ will not resort to w\ar inl
cnt opinions between alliics, even and has attended several Co,rses r ' U c, EL1ia'C.

tho~gthc-Sass~icrowc .is ano the Unitea Kngaowr He ' sse, I-m Itbetrmore, Ithc Soviet I1 i on,
thoghthcU.. a asuprpwcris SuOlMarxes ano var'ou5 tyoes ctcf ic.

taking a greater burden and aI greater so Fro 961to 9.4' c and In p1artiu lar its EaIstCrn aillics,
risk than its Europcan friends. SACLANT, Norfolk V i r -a He,,t al C birodCund lh\ CnolIlous dCtCnsc

Thc highest priority of NATO has Cnief of Staff for Operations r-e -ospciliitgs.
always bccn to organizc thc dcfense Norwegian Defonce Heajqi,,arterS F~]'> Ior tihcst: Ircasons, I IhCltCc L: ht 11I.I
of thc alliancc to crcatc a deterrcnce also held the cosition as Secret,,, of 5'r, grow 11ug Inturut In \10s01%\ Inl tilt:
great cnou~gh to prcvcnt war. In ihe the Norwegian Mn istr5 of Deferi c,- A, foru CC icdlution talks. Iis would
Soviut Union, as well as in thc War- present ne S attacfled tO 'he Ncr,\ Q iV ill\olyc thc withdraw al of Ait ican
saw Pact alliance, priority onc ist Erhmoassy n Vienna asi [, i ta ' forucs anscrcluniiit
avoid war with the U.S. and NATO, the MBFR talks n, V rinn~ Itrpc 11 u whilu in hI arcI CLLlllta king

-They arc as aware as wc arc that war abUILt ip aC c, r-cducd tCJIi ci 0i , and
would lie a disaster. fotCC rIdc(Itionls, thcv Cont inuic to

The aim of Soviet foreign and mili- imfprove thuir nuclear and convunCll
tary policy is to safeguard thu sccu-
rity of thc Soviet homeland andi that
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minal fo~rces both in ntmihr and YfflmcWhat different than ihose ot the I )icninitark and no dcplo% icnit (it
quality. Thc military balance in U.S_. in at difticult posit ion. Crl l'CIll misilCS and PI'cshngll 1 Illmi-
Europc has markcdlv tipped in favor Filopcan polit icians ndgovcr n- icsin the Ncthicrland.

ofthc East. mncnis hav1%C to Choosc bCtxvcn Thosc millions, of protcstcrs, bc-
For moire than thirty %-car s, how- spending scar cc moncv. onl dcfcnsc I ic% c that itI t he Wcst taikcs tile t ivt
eethe mAOalanehsian- or piilti. oe o xcli CmCl- stcp inl tile right dircct onl tile East

aged to dctcr war in Europc. We have plovncn i. U ncmlplovcd pCic soon %%ill t ollow% And thcv arc cony nrccd
had periods of cold war and tension, kcl tile\ hav c nothingll to detend. that since Politicians and govcrn1-

-1r AT ~c hi" usigl that it imm iltheoim rt licit.tha ( nt tsccccd ttli

f ailIure of the frte be nlcccssarVL toUse mo1ncy tor cmr- rl O\\ shoul.1d be tried ito l aoid at disas-
reduction tabks Wvijll 1O-1C that oth1Cris61c C~db IU ldl"O ieill N .W

allocatcd to tile dCtcns'C hLdg1ct . Inl s1ould nlot ity tsp Prcseacc-most tHWY lead MV- opinlion, at h igh dIcgrcc (Ot cmlplOV- nMovcm1cnts, nlor should WC ignore
to nlew and mt~nWicnt isl a plrCrclisi ic for g4ctr ing' hlcmn That will not wcork.

criticism from poplar 1support tor- adCLlut Wiedctcns c Lct til pr-cscribc hlow\ to c1rCatc at

Western Em eh udgcts in Wcstcrn Europc. hcttcr NATFO dctcrrcnc Inl EurlopQ,
peopks. vWestern democracies mlust also inl tile tacc Of nnICmplovm\1cnt, pool
peo.Jv~.give considcrat ionl to thc rececnt cconlomlics, strong penace ifOVc-

pCaCC m1ovcm1cnlts inl Europc, whichI mcn~ts, and SO\vict forcign and Milil-
hav-c political ainis and incircasing tars- policy .

hnt the Sovict Union has stax cd we] dl Political inflncnicc Tilc\ have thc I bcl icyc in thc dcplovmlcnlt o!
clear of the NATO biirders. Ox~ il c widcsprcald suppOrt Of peoplc troml Anicrican cruise isisilcs and l'crsh-
last fcw years the situation has all political part ies More than thrcc ing,, II in central Etiropc as plannlcd bv
changed. Fulrthcr evolution of thc mill ion mnarchicd last ycar inl Europc, NATO0 to counter SO\vict long-rangc:
assvmrctrical nuclear balance and, inl and tilc\ Vcrc probalyI backcd oIP bV tactical mlissilcs. But at tile samlc
particular, thc comnvcntiomnal balance miany more mnillions. time I hope that til Gcncva tailks,
in Eulropc could onc day makc thc I bclicxc thc pcacc miovCccnts ar c bctwccn tilc U.S. and tilc Sovicts
SoviL t lcaders belicx, c that thcy arc at rcstilt iif tilc faillurc Of armsl Control, Will cead to at rcdulctioln in tactiCal
strong enough to rcach goals inl West- tile increasc in nibcrs Of nuLcial lllcar ni issilcs, onl both sides
cmn Europc at acceptable risks. 1xcapons of all kinds and t hcgcncral Whcn the EUropcan nlatimmns sllp-

Wc mu~st prevcnt this situation 1)% incr-casc in tcnsion F cc ast and pOrtcd tilc dcploVmlcnlt Of crUisC
Iilling thc growing gaps in NATO West, Which has lcd to disappoinlt-
dictcrrcnlt strength. This will not be mncnt, fear, and mistrust. Pcoplc arc
easy for tile Westcrn democracies afralid of at nulclcar will-.
who arc faced with a variety of prob- . hicgoals ot the variousl p)Cacc
lcnis. mov0%cilcnts Inl tile %cstcrnl counltrics

Unemployment rates arc higher ditfcr. Thcl mnovcrncnlts arc not wcll
than ever since the last wvorld war, coordinatcd. Thc2 pcact: iocincnts,
and they arc increasing. This placcs Plead for regional approachcs such as
Wcstcrn Eulropcan nations,, wxhich nuelcar-Ircc zonecs in Norway and

* havc political systems and traditions
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missiles and Pershing 11 to centrc. the NATO dectelrrnce will be miole and s1treng.thctl the Cobesn'n1 Ot the
Europe in December 19-19, they, did credlible and thus reduce the possi- NAT 0 allice.

waytobneca thu Soiettreycethar vtth.iTs ask othhe ooitsyil buld-ptovfoces an dEa abreksobecusethe sa ths a th oayd-l tBufta Eater altertnantivd-eutanoltenatve o icrese

force,.,. slimply bc too high. through in thre torce reduction talks,
if the force reduction talks fail, it It would be hot h a mnilitary anid inl Vienrna bect ween NATO and the

will most likely lead to new and political disaster for the U.S. to Pull Warsaw% Pact coi icis. At thecse
stronger criticism from those lit iI Out of Europe. talks, wherec the U S. plavs, an inipor-
lioins who believe that an increase in In at rimeC ot QCetinmiC ditf iColties rant role, the NAl TO aim is to reoucc
power on one side will only lead to a and strong mnoves against militaryv ltrCs Inl LCural Eulrope) to a lower
.similar increase on the iother side, expenrditures, it w.ould be wise to balaniced force C lel
thereby increasing danger. This give I iorirto ml lilita yr proicets that Ibhis melanls that the Soviet Unionl
opposition Could lead Lis to other appeal to the nat ions, to the peiple aid otherA\ arsaw \ Pact memersc
experiments that involve greater Althotugh there are no sharp dividing wvill have to reduceC mlore torces than
risks- hlnes between iiffensi\ e and dcfen- the U.S. and N.0T allies. For the(

I fully support increases in the siVe opecrat ions In m1odern1 wIarfare, NAJ( 0 nations it is also important to
annual Western defense budgets. some priicts, are more distinct lv be able to vet itv all redoeitiritis and
They are necessary if we are to reach defenisive than) others. teduced ltrcc ees Otherwise an
NATO's long-term defense goals. NATO, including the U.S. lin the agreemenclt w\ould not ser ve to tnt-

I believe we can afford a I percent NATO role, shun i~d pttt gre'ater ciii - pr *tdec tdsctuit i i
increase. The Norwegian govern- phasis onl the priiieei s with defensive E urope I he I Mutual Balance F1occ
ment is this year asking for an in- characteristics. I am thinnking it Reduct 'it talks havec beenwging (in
crease of 4 percent, but I doubt that particular ut anti-tank weapons, air tot nine years now. A breakthrough
this is possible for all the Western defense systemis, electrinic warlarc today is ttot veryv likely. but there are
allies. Such an in,:reasc wil! coincide systemns, prcision1 gui~ded weaponMs, reasons lor optlitttittt
better with the U.S. military invest- and, Of courseC, (mt m11and anld cotril 1-0or the iorcseeL;tblC t iue, ,the
ment in Europe. An increase of systemis. It is halrd to sell tht. ot ten- scurity ii Western E oropec- and I
NATO's conventional forces would si1ve: Concept Itt We terit FEurope. bilt belieVe also the security ot the U..
also mean a reduced need for tactical puILII' defense is Uniderstootd b\ c% cr - Will depencld ott the UJ.S. coot init-
nuclear weapoins. body. Wltv, nut mtake rir usc ol ittg its i ole as a ,tronig NA( 10 part ncr

With a more symmetrical balance that word' oit the Eturopean contitient . I also
of conventional forces in Europe, Another area that shotuld bie care- hope that it the U. should evci

fil]\ looked into i, the cost of ittli- C0ttstder rLdUCiitg its for Ces Itt Eu-
tarlY klupltt. We moLst bring, 'ipe) it 11tOUt beIhk done thrllough1 occ
prices dow.\ Bte tnadztoi e'cit ak au etleciie
and kcilser cuiritit will aid cost s'ttd lt bW S ov iet rduetimits
reductions anld thre imlpro\ Cd cooper
anion will btellp increase: Itrreince
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What Have We Learned?
Dr. Gregory F. Treverton
LECTURER IN PUBLIC POLICY,
KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

T he U.S. will not continue the thing together under pressure. It
pace of defense spending it has does drive home the lesson that con-

pursued the past several years. The tingencies are unpredictable. To
high-water mark may already have deal with them, we need contin-
passed. The polls show public senti- gency arrangements that are flexible,
ment in favor of bringing defense although that will call for hard trade-
budgets down, and in Congress the offs given the advantages of spe-
dilemma between larger deficits and cially tailored forces.
voting for more defense spending has In any case, the debate about U.S.
become a difficult one. interests is real. What strikes me is

So the past few years may have that the U.S. public does not see the
been a pleasant interlude during debate that way. Instead, there is a
which we did not need to make the tendency to view the presence of our
hard choices. Now, instead of doing troops there as a favor we are doing
more of almost everything, we will C' r,,ft ,J(e Europe, rather than a hardheaded,
have to make the hard choices. And calculated contribution to the Amer-
so the debate about strategy will only Dr. Treverton served from 1978 to 1981 as ican national interest.be more and more with us. Assistant Director of the International A second set of issues deals withWe have discussed four sets of Institute for Strategic Studies in London, and A secon setwnissues de

from 1977 to 1978 as staff member for the relationship between force de-
issues here. The first deals with Western Europe, National Security Council, ployments and CI. Whether a com-
broad questions of strategy. Office of the President. mander would prefer to have more

Should our strategy be more Eu- forces in place, or to have more mo-
rope-centered? More maritime? thought of as a "lesser included bility, involves considerations of
Predictably, we haven't been able to case" under the responsibility of the command and control and the stakes
resolve that. My own view is like forces in Europe. Different capabili- of political leaders. It is like the clas-
that attributed to a Soviet diplomat: ties are needed to deal with the situa- sic intelligence problem: collec-
Europe is the main thing. But Eu- tions that arise outside Europe - as, tions are made, filtered and assessed.
rope is unlikcly to dramatically in- for instance, in the Persian Gulf. But there is a cost to responding to
crease defense spending, even under Even the Falklands crisis is not an those indicators, and it must be
the shock it would certainly suffer exception to that proposition; it only
should America decide to withdraw illustrates the ability of some fairly
its troops, even gradually. resourceful people to cobble some-

Furthermore, non-European de-
fense contingencies cannot be
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weighed. Will political leaders actu- tion is very difficult. Yet political capabilities. The irregular battle-
ally respond? For example, deploying leaders want to exercise very strin- fields make air-ground coordination
reinforcement forces to Europe dur- gent control over every aspect of the difficult and hamper target acquisi-
ing a crisis could be seen as provoca- action. (It has been observed that tion. When considering any inno-
tive or escalatory. A political leader American leaders are more "meddle- vation, we ought to consider its
may be reluctant to make that kind some" in that respect than, for ex- demands on C 'I from the beginning.
of preparation, and so that consider- ample, their British counterparts; The general, more political point
ation may tip us toward preferring that may well be true, and given the is the nature of the relationship be-
forces stationed in the region versus nature of their responsibility, they tween creating military options and
more mobility, are bound to be.) having the command and control in

Likewise it might be nice to have The Falklands illustrate the di- place to implement them. Political
American forces in an area like the lemma of political control. There is leaders, especially during crisis,
Persian Gulf. But it may be hard a dynamic to military operations, always want military forces to be
even to move them in without anger- once begun. I would bet that the able to do everything - carry out
ing rulers or transgressing diplo- British cabinet hoped to avoid an very selective air strikes in the Cu-
matic arrangements. In this light, event like the sinking of the General ban missile crisis, for example, or, in
there are advantages to naval forces Belgrano, but the dynamic made it the mideast wars, have enough re-
since they are easier to move. The inevitable, once the action began, connaissance to see everything in
use of the Navy in the Iran-I-aq war is that something of the kind would the war zone all the time. We know,
a case in point; it was a relatively occur. At a minimum, this should however, that not every capability
effective use of deterrent power, and make us skeptical of most of the can be provided all the time.
more acceptable than aircraft or abstract notions of escalation - Here there may be some parallels
troops. But, since it is also easier to "thresholds" and the like. Great to the nuclear issue. We talk of lim-
move out again, naval power is less care must be exercised not to allow ited or selective targeting options,
effective as a signal of American the dynamic to take over and push yet most of us lack confidence that
resolve, events beyond political leaders' we have the C'I to sustain such oper-

A third set of issues is in the realm control. ations, at least for very long. The
of crisis management. It is encourag- Finally, we must not forget how political costs of carelessness in talk-
ing that speakers here have been strategies, doctrines and CI are in- ing about our options in that area are
relatively confident of our C3 l in tertwined. A simple point, easy to obvious: when we say "limited
peacetime and under crisis condi- overlook, is that in Europe all inno- options," Europeans in the street
tions, even if they have been less so vations in doctrine, whether in ma- hear "limited war." There is a les-
in a fighting war - "encouraging" in neuver or use of second echelon son here for conventional planning
the sense that we hope not to be forces, put a tremendous additional as well. We need to be modest in
fighting wars. But we have seen that burden on the C'I systems, and we discussing what we can do, what our
crises, with their murky intelligence already lack confidence in current options are - especially during a
and bad communications, also put a crisis, as political leaders contem-
very heavy load on C1. Coordina- plate using military forces as a sig-

nal, or even to fight.
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The Strategic Dilemma
Lt. Gen. Brent Scowcroft (USAF-Ret.)
PRESIDENT, KISSINGER ASSOCIATES, INC.

n 1952, after fighting in Korea, we indispensible to cut down the Soviet power, not in deployed military
turned to massive retaliation as advantage of interior lines, it is not power. The idea that we should ex-

"the great equalizer." We decided to sufficient to defend those areas of pand the confrontation with the
defend ourselves and the free world vital interest. Soviet Union to include economic
with nuclear weapons rather than A third possibility is economic warfare implies that coexistence
spend the money to do so with tradi- warfare. We have the greatest advan- with the Soviet Union is impossible.
tional force structure. tage over the Soviets in economic This idea seems to be based on the

That strategy is now bankrupt. belief that the natural state of man is
There are several potential replace- peace and harmony, that only as a
ment strategies. result of evil people or regimes is

One potential strategy is horizon- there conflict in the world, and that
tal escalation. The idea is a com- if the current Soviet regime would
mendable one. Why should we fight just go away, our problems would be
at points of Soviet choosing rather solved. Yet the Soviet Union is not
than at points of our own choice? likely to collapse. It is one of the
But if we are in bad shape at the place most autarchic powers in the world.
where the Soviets attack, do we help While the Soviet Union has been
our situation by engaging them in able to do some technologically im-
yet another place where we are likely pressive things, such as Sputnik, one
to be outnumbered and outgunned? thing they have never been able to do
There are few places where we have a is grow grain. If we behave wisely, it
clear cut advantage. One specific may be true that by the end of the
suggestion is that we attack Cuba if century the Soviet Union will look
the Soviets engage somewhere. But Recently named as President of Kissinger like the old Ottoman Empire, the
what would we do if they took Berlin Associates, General Scowcroft was formerly sick man of Europe. But waiting for
in exchange? an independent consultant to business and that is a far cry from a strategy that

Another way to seek some relative government. He has also served as Assistant would have as its goal the economic
advantage would be to adopt a mari- to the President for National Security Affairs destruction of the Soviet Union.
time strategy. We are a maritime and before that as Deputy Assistant. Other Power is the fundamental motive
power, as are most of our allies. The experience includes: Military Assistant to force of the nation-state system. We
Soviet Union is a continental power. the President, Special Assistant to theDirector of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and must ask ourselves the question that
A maritime strategy is thus very Deputy Assistant for National Security the rest of the world is asking itself:
plausible. However, the areas of Council Matters, USAF Directorate of Plans.
vital interest to zhe U.S. are most-
ly on the rimland of the Eurasian
continent. So while sea power is
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How valuable is it to be a friend of geous to persuade the Japanese to looking for war with the U.S., in the
the U.S.? If the reply is largely nega- give substantial economic help to Gulf or anywhere else. But we must
tive, then we are in deep trouble. countries such as Turkey and Paki- be able to operate quickly enough to

We must establish priorities. The stan, which, because of the Con- change their calculations. Therefore,
real question is, how much insur- gress, we simply cannot do. I would certainly be willing to look
ance do we need? In other words, A word about China. We have at trading force structure for lift, or
how much does it take in capability limited parallel interests with for readiness, if necessary.
and in will to convince the Soviet China, and they are almost all strate- The Falklands have demonstrated
Union that "the game is not worth gic. China and the U.S. are also in- that we do need some capability for
the candle?" terested in each other's strength as amphibious operations, but for con-

As I said earlier, most of the areas counterweights to the Soviet Union. tingencies or police actions, not for
of vital interest to the U.S. are in the To the extent that we turn to the Normandy-type invasions or land-
rimland of the Eurasian continent. Chinese to make up for the military ings in the Gulf against the Soviets.
As Greg Treverton has wisely said, power we would otherwise have to One of our biggest problems is the
we are involved in Europe because it field, we are undermining that trian- Congress. We have a really serious
is absolutely indispensible for the gular relationship. The "Chinese problem with incipient Mansfield-
well-being of the U.S., not as a favor card" is most useful to the U.S. ism, and with anti-Japanese senti-
to the Europeans. That is something when it is not played. It is not in the ment. We must squarely face these
we need to tell ourselves and our interest of the U.S. to become hos- issues.
Congress over and over. tage to either China or the Soviet Relative advantage to the U.S.

Japan should be considered in the Union. could be restored through C I. The
same light. However annoying the Conflict with the Soviet Union, if nature of warfare could drastically
Japanese economic skills are, would it comes, is most likely to be outside change, with C 'I itself becoming a
we rather have a Japan that looked the rimland countries of Eurasia. major combat objective. AWACS
the way it did before the Korean War Miscalculation, the cause of most may be the tip of the iceberg. If we
rescued it, when it looked as though conflict, is most likely to occur out- can get to a point where each com-
it would be an economic basket case side these countries. One of the rea- mander knows precisely where he is
and a ward of the U.S. into the indefi- sons conflict in Europe is unlikely is on the ground, where his units are,
nite future? I think we are in danger that the stakes of each side are quite and where the enemy is, we can do a
of relying on short term measures at clear. The chances for gross miscal- great deal to dispel that bane of con-
the expense of longer term solutions. culation are therefore smaller. flict, the fog of war.
If the Japanese rearm substantially, In the case of the Persian Gulf, our
it will not be for our purposes, but for principal military problem is speed.
their own. That, in the long run, U.S. military presence in the Gulf
may cause us more problems than itself, even with a small force, would
continuing to carry that share of our be significant. The Soviets are not
defense budget that the Japanese
may otherwise pick up. By way of
example, it might be more advanta-
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Managing C31
Ambassador Robert W. Komer
FORMER UNDERSECRETARY
OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY

W e must make C'I more manage- we were flying in prop-driven planes. our staffs. Why do we hear so much
able. Here are six practical But by the time we got to our third talk of U.S. vs. Russian tank compar-

suggestions to that end. Pacific war (Vietnam), the headquar- isons? What about West German
First, C'I requirements grow in ters in Pearl Harbor only got in the tanks! Or British? Our allies field

geometric proportion to the prolifer- way and served no useful purpose. more tanks than we do.
ation of headquarters. We may not Our command structure is essen- Third, the force designers do a
be great at producing tanks, but we tially unchanged since World War 11. lousy job. Back in the 1970s, the
certainly outdo the Soviets in head- Since the costs of C' are driven up by opinion polls told us that NATO was
quarters. how many headquarters we have,we the only commitment to which even

I can understand why we had should improve C'but have fewer 52 percent of the American people
PACOM in World War 1I. The Pacific headquarters. were prepared to adhere in the event
was a long way from Washington and We and the British have many of a crunch. So we used NATO as

national headquarters on the conti- justification for finally ending our
nent. In addition, we have multi- dangerous disinvestment in Ameri-
national headquarters. We should can defense. By nailing our flag to
ask ourselves some questions. What the Eurocentric mast, we got 10 per-
are we trying to link together? How cent real growth in 1977 through
many commands? How much con- 1980.
trol? What level of secure, redun- But what did we do with that real
dant, survivable communications is growth? The pattern of allocation
needed? remained exactly the same. The

Second, we must think more in Navy got its usual lion's share,
terms of coalition or alliance C' and the Air Force got a big chunk and
not just joint-service C'. Whenever the Marines and the Army shared the
we talk about interoperability, we Eurasian defense mission with what
mostly talk about joint service crumbs were left.
interoperability and not alliance
interoperability. The sin of unilater-

Ambassador Komer's biography appears on alism pervades the highest reaches of
page 37.
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We must remember the likelihood reinforcing Europe - adding to the know why there are so many dumb
fallacy. We have heard warnings not forward deployment. Let's put a bombs in inventory. Why are smart
to forget the rest of the big world in ceiling on that, say a 10-division D- bombs like Maverick so unintelli-
our focus on Europe. Well, let's not Day force, and then design a some- gent? I do not want to buy C'I for
forget Europe in our excessive focus what different kind of force for the A- lOs if they are going to shoot May-
on Angola or even the Falkland Is- RDJTF for missions where lightness, ericks at the wrong targets.
lands. mobility, flexibility, and speed are There are other pressing needs. We

Moreover, Europe is already two- important. lack collocated operating bases. This
thirds of the way to the Persian Gulf. Fifth, interoperability ought to is a problem when our airplanes can
If you put your forces in Europe for start at the lowest echelon where the only make one sortie, because they
NATO, you can also send them to fighting is. Look at the way we do it cannot return to the same base but
the Persian Gulf if necessary. I hope today in NATO. First we link up the must land somewhere else to refuel
no one says that because we have Minister of Defense with 10 Down- but not re-arm. The result is we lose
committed forces to NATO, they ing Street or the White House; then use of all our aircraft by the fifth sor-
cannot be used elsewhere. NATO- we link the Secretary or Minister of tie cycle. It does not make sense to
committed forces have been used in Defense with the four-star generals have enduring C 'I if we run out of
Korea, Vietnam and Algiers, and or admirals overseas. The NATO sortie capability after 24 hours.
today in Ulster. We can be sure they integrated communication system We must address these and other
will be used in such cases in the used to impress me until I discovered problems. We must work to put C 'I
future. that it works only at theatre level, or into proper perspective as part of a

Fourth, we have gone too far in the down to major commands. total capability, not an end in itself.
design of general-purpose (which We should start from the ground
really means all-purpose) forces. To up - the ground being where the
help simplify the C' problem, per- fighting is.
haps we ought to have two kinds of Lastly, the ultimate policy issue is
general-purpose forces instead of just how much can we afford to spend on
one. Let's design a heavy force for conventional C 'I compared to other

pressing needs. Before I buy more
C 'I so the Navy and Air Force can go
drop more dumb bombs, I want to
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Charles A. Zraket
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
THE MITRE CORPORATION

This conference has generally straints in addressing C 'I are not
addressed the subject of force technical, operational, or economic;

projection, but our particular inter- they are institutional. The JCS re-
est, of course, was in the C'l perspec- form alluded to during the confer-
tive. I have two comments. ence is only a first step toward a

First of all, I was struck by the near solution. We could achieve much
unanimity and bipartisan agreement more by improving relationships
on the Soviet threat, especially among the services and the using
around the Eurasian landmass. The commands with respect to develop-
differences of opinion related more ment and acquisition; that is still our
to the strategies and forces needed to most important problem.
combat the threat, rather than to the I would like to thank all the partic-
threat itself. ipants for their time and interest,

Secondly, we found that we must and the ESD/MITRE symposium
address the problem of conventional staff for its efforts in organizing this

Before being named Executive Vice capability more strongly. Conven- outstanding event.
President in 1978, Mr. Zraket served MITRE tional warfighting C'1 has only re-
as Senior Vice President of Technical cently been taken seriously in theOperations and Senior Vice President of defense department. The true con-

MITRE's Washington Operations (The Metrek
Division). He serves on numerous boards,
committees, and advisory groups in the
areas of science and defense.
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ADP Automatic Data Processing RTSAT A Navy satellite communications system
AEW Airborne Early Warning C Ground-Launched Cruise Missile
AU Soviet Intelligence Ship GNP Grounanal ruct

AMRAAM Advanced Medium Range Air-to-air missile GNP Gross National Product
ASS Aeronautical Systems Division (of the Air Force GWEN Ground Wave Emergency Network

Systems Command) HAVE QUICK lam Resistant UHF Voice Radio
ATF Advanced Tactical Fighter HF High Frequency
ATOC Allied Tactical Operations Center
AWACS Airborne Warning & Control System KCM Intercontinental Ballistic Missile

C2 Command and Control XS Joint Chiefs of Staff
C5 Command, Control & Communications JDS joint Deployment System
C Command, Control, Communications & Intelligence JRI Jam Resistant Secure Communications
CVC C Countermeasures JTIDS Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
CINCPAC Commander-in-Chief, Pacific LANNRN Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting, Infrared,
CONUS Continental United States Night

D-5 Trident II submarine-launched ballistic missile LORAN Long Range Navigation
DC5 Defense Communications System MARISAT Maritime Satellite
D6CS Defense Satellite Communications System hME Mutual Balanced Force Reduction Talks
STDMA Distributed Time Division Multiple Access MILSTAR Military Strategic and Tactical Relay, a survivable

ECCM Electronic Counter Countermeasures communications system
EIEL German-developed data processing and display system MX .1mb An advanced U.S. ICBM system

used for tasking and status reporting in the tactical/ NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
theater environment (Central Europe) NTS Navy Tactical Data System

EINT Electronic Intelligence NM Near Term Pre-positioned Ship

OCS Officer Candidate School

PACOM Pacific Command
PetUhifti An improved U.S. surface-to-surface missile
Pll Position Location Strike System
P.R.C. Peoples Republic of China
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R&D Research and Development ULTRA A secret British deciphering operation conducted dur-
RDF Rapid Deployment Force ing World War 11
RDJTF Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force USAFE US Air Forces in Europe
RtC Radio Electronic Combat (Soviet Electronic Countermea- UTAIS USAFE Tactical Air Intelligence System

sures)
RfI Request for Information YHC Very High Speed Integrated Circuits

VLSI Very Large-Scale Integration
SAC Strategic Air Command
SACDIN Strategic Air Command Digital Information WIS WWMCCS Information System

Network WWMCCS World Wide Military Command & Control
SACEUR Strategic Air Command, Europe System
SALTY COMTROL Office for planning and upgrading the central

European command and control systems;
also the generic term for the resulting docu-
mentation

SAS Special Air Service (Britishl
SATCOM Satellite Communications
S@5 Special Boat Service (Britishl
SHAPE Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe
SIGNT Signal Intelligence

" Soviet Medium Range Ballistic Missile
IS U.S. nuclear attack submarine

TAC Tactical Air Command
11aw Use A portrayal of actions and required decisions vs.

time elapsed from some triggering event, such as an
attack on U.S. forces

TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
TI-TAC joint service communications equipment

acquisition program
TY Teletype
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